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CHAPTbJl I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
One o.t' the more important economic decisions in any society concer,ns 
the kinds of products and the amounts ot each that are to be produced 
with scarce resources . The manner in which this decision is made differs 
greatly between different types of economic systems . In one type ot 
system all economic decisions are made by a board of planners and consumers 
have lit tle, if any, influence on resource allocation. However , in our 
capitalistic society, consmners play a very different role , the nature of 
this role being well exemplified by the adage "The customer is king• . 
Conamner sovereignty in our society is based upon the relationship 
that exists between the interdependent forces of the household and firm . 
The theory of the household portrays individual consumers as having ordinal 
preference scales or utility functions which they wish to maximize under the 
restraint of their budget or income, and product prices as given in the mar-
ket . Consequently, consumers register more dollar votes for those products 
that are 1µ.gher up on their preference scales than for those commodities 
which occupy a lower position on their preference surface . The collection 
of goods .t'inally chosen therefore depends on, (l) the i ndividual ' s set o.t' 
values or preferences , (2) the size of his income and (3) product prices as 
given in the market . 
l 
2 
The theory of the firm portrays producers as attempting to maximize 
profits . With due consideration being given to the restraints imposed by 
transformation .functions and resource costs , producers will reach their 
objective by producing those commodities that command the highest prices in 
the market . Hence, producers guided by the profit motive will respond to 
consumer desires . 
In order for an optimum allocation of resources to come about it is 
necessary for the marketing force , which brings households and firms to-
gather, to perform its pricing function efficientl.3' . Most definitions ot 
marketing are restricted to the physical tasks performed by middlemen. 
Such a narrow definition does not take into account the function of market-
ing in price formation or determination and the directive role it exercises in , 
guiding the flow of factors into their optimum use in production and goods 
and services into consumption. 1 Viewed in this light , marketing should 
start with determination or consumers • desires rather than with the bUJXlle 
of goods that just happens to be produced. 2 Therefore , one of the major 
objectives of our marketing system should be that of measuring consumers • 
preferences for various kinds and quantities of products and then accuratel.3' 
reflecting these preferences back to producers . 
The general problem area of this study is concerned with the efficiency 
ith which the marketing system performs its economic or pricing f\lJlotion . 
1o. s. Shepherd, ttThe Field of Agricultural Marketing Research, Ob-
jectives, Definition, Content and Criteria, " Journal of Farm lconomice , 
XXII, No • .3 August , 191,8, pp . 444-445 . 
2 G. G. Judge, S. K. Seaver , and • F. Henry , "Competitive Position ot 
the Connecticut Poultry Industry , Economic Interpretations of Interreg.1.onal 
Competition, " University of Connecticut , Bulletin 309, 1954. p . 7 . 
3 
For example under the present system do consumers get the types and quanti-
ties of commodities desired or could producers reap a greater return by 
changing the production ratio of products? In order to answer this que~tion 
we need to have information relative to the followings 
l. Consumer basic preterenees3 
2. The monetary values that consumers place on their basic preferences 
3. How can we merchandize so as to better meet consumers desires 
4. How can labeling, grading etc. be orientated toward consumer basic 
preferences 
This study is primarily concerned with questions (l) and (2) above, 
that is, what are consumers basic preferences and what monetary values do 
they place on these preferences . In an attempt to investigate these ques• 
tions, this study is concerned with the commodity beef. However , since 
this is a pilot investigation and limited in personnel and funds , only the 
T-Bone cut of steak is utilized. This choice was made since T•Bone steak 
is one of the major primal cuts of beef for which price is affected 'h1 the 
grade . 
The major objective or this study can be stated thus1 to measure the 
various aspects of consumer basic preferences for T•Bone steak and to ascer• 
tain the monetary values oonsmners place on their basic preferences . 
Tn the course of following through on the major objective several 
methods of research will be investigated as to their applicability to this 
type of study and suggestions will be made for future work. Also price re-
sponse relationships for different grades of T-Bone steak will be estimated 
from empirical results and an economic analysis will be made for each relation- · 
ship • 
.3Basic preferences , as used in this study are defined as those prefer• 
ences which are independent of prices and income. 
The Problem Area Restated 
The problem area of this study has been stated in terms of the efficiency 
with which the marketing system performs its pricing function . Before we 
examine the problem area in more detail it may be ell to define marketing 
efficiency as it is used here . 
The following definition or marketing efficiency follows the logic pre-
sented in a preference study by Goldman concerning the commodity eggs . 
The t otal efficiency with which eggs are marketed in a given 
community~ be expressed symbolically as a vector: 
(l) (2) (Q) 
u • (u , u , • • • , u ) (l) 
Where; u = total efficiency (utility) 
u(l) = the utility of the 1th individual from the 
sumption of eggs 
~ P the number of consumers in a given community 
con-
The vector, (l), is defined as greater than any other vector 
when at lea~t one of its components is greater than the correspond-
ing component of any other vector , and no other component is less. 
According to this definition, maximum marketing efficiency exists 
when no other change in conditions increases the vector, (l) - - i .e. , 
it must be impossible to increase the utility of any persons without 
decreasing that of others.4 
In a similar manner, by this definition a given society will be max-
imizing satisfaction from resources going into the production of T•Bone 
steaks only when function (l) is at maximum. Such a definition finds a 
basis in welf'are economics and a measure of welfare is de.fined relative to 
the degree that the utility function is llijiximized. Maximum weltare exists 
when the utility function is maximized under a given transformation func• 
tion for society and under a given income dietribution. 5 
4Alan Stewart Goldman, "Efficiency o:t Marketing Eggs in Des Moines , " 
unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Iowa State College, 1956, pp. l-3 . 
5o • .Lange, "The Foundation of Welfare F..conomics , " Econometrica , I, 
1942, pp . 215-228. · 
5 
As has been pointed out previously, consumers cast dollar votes for 
those kinds of products that are higher on their preference scale. There-
fore , whenever a consumer buys a particular quality (grade) of beef he is 
casting a dollar vote for that particular grade . Retailers , in turn, com-
pile such dollar votes and then inform their suppliers or preferred grades 
by beying more quantity of those particular grades for which more votes have 
been cast . This process is carried back to the primary producer who then 
has knowledge of consumer preferences as indicated by price ratios of the 
various grades . 
With reference to beet , consumer satisfaction can be at a maximum only 
when producers have an incentive by the means o! price differentials to pro-
duce those grades and quantities of each that are desired. Therefore, in 
order to be efficient, a marketing system must not only determine consumers • 
basic preferences, but must also accurately reflect the true monetary values 
placed on these preferences back t o producers. 
The measurement of consumer preferences 1and related variables is a 
relatively new typa of research, hence, the methodology upon which these 
studies are based is still in an exploratory stage . Therefore, a companion 
problem area is that of screening available methods as to their admissibility 
for generating empirical data by which to investigate the major problem area . 
Each of the available methods has certain advantages and disadvantages depend~ 
ing on the particular problem to be investigated. In particular the methods 
evaluated will be consumer and market surveys versus controlled experiments . 
CHAPTER II 
THEORID'ICAL FRAIi 1 0RK 
Since the measurement of consumer preferences is a relatively new 
area, there is a lack of systematic theory pertaining specifically to 
this type of work. However , a general framework can be developed from 
conventional economic analysis of the forces of the household, firm, and 
market, Only a brief statement of the relevant theory will be given in 
this section. 
As pointed out earlier, the force of the household consists of indi-
vidual consumers who attempt to maximize utility functions under the res• 
traints of limited money incomes and product prices as given in the market 
place . In order to exsmine consumer behavior it is necessary to consider 
all three factors simultaneously. Economic theory provides a convenient 
tool in indifference curve analysis , which combines all three factors into 
a single analysis . 
The theory of the f irm portrays individual producers as combining a 
bundle of resources in the manner which will enable them to realize the 
greatest net return for their productive effort. The restraints under 
which firms attempt to reach their goal are product prices, physical 
transformation possibilities and resource cost . The theory of the firm 
provides a tool in terms of iso-resource curves for analyzing producer 
behavior toward resource allocation between products . Iso-resource or 
iso-oost curves depicts possible combinations of two products that can 
be produced with a given resource or cost outlay. 
6 
7 
It is not sufficient to present a theory that includes only the 
theory of producer and consumer behavior . Each of these units arranges 
its behavior pattern in terms of a market variable , which is price . To 
formulate a complete theory, it is necessary to present a theory of the 
determination of this market variable . The interaction of consumers and 
producers in the market place serves to determine the observed levels ot 
prices . 
In order~~· illustrate the role of the marketing system in resource 
allocation, a given community ' s indifference map for Choice and Good grades 
of beef will be transposed on the community ' s iso-cost or production possi-
bility function ~ ·,As a means of simplification it will be assumed that 
" . ' . 
producers can produce either or both Good and Choice grade animals and 
the combinations of the t wo grades are as given in Figure l . 
In Figure l, YX represents the community ' s production possibility 
curve for a given amount of resources avail.able for the production of 
Good and Choice grade beer . 'rhe goal of society is to obtain the greatest 
amount of satisfaction as possible from the given resources ~ Two levels 
of satisfaction are represented by indifference curves I 1 and I 2• Similar• 
ly two pricing schemes are represented by the price lines Y1 x1 andY2 12· 
These two pricing schemes bring about two different resource allocations , 
one is efficient, whereas the other is inefficient . 
Assume that the marketing system reflects pricing scheme Y1 1:J.· When 
this is the ease, firms will produce at point R which yields 0a1 of Choice 
and ob1 of Good . At point R consumers are on curve 11, but this is not the 
optimum production combination since curve 12 , a higher level of satisfac-
tion, is accessible with the given resource or cost outlay. In order to 
bring about the allocation that is consistent with society ' s goal, the 
marketing system nmst reflect pricing scheme Y I • The point of equilibrium 
2 2 
Pounds 
of 
Choice 
Grade 
0 
Pounds of Good Grade 
Figure 1. Relationship Between Price Reflection and Resource 
Allocation 
8 
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is. at point S which yields Oa of Choice a11d Ob of Good. 
The value of society•s utility function cannot be a:t a maY •.imum if 
the pricing meoha:n.fam fails to reflect col'lSUln.e.r preferences.. That is, under 
a co11ditio11 of imperfect reflection. of consum.e:r preferences 't;o producers, 
resources are allocated in the co111r,11..mity 1:wco1•ding to px•ices ·that :tmper.feotl.v 
designate the desires of consumers. Under these conditions welfare cannot 
be at a maximum by definition.1 
CHAP ER III 
mTHODOLOGI 
General 
The major objective or this study has been stated thuss to measure 
the various aspects of consumer preferences for T-Bone steak and to 
ascertain the monetary values consumers place upon their preference .. In 
order to investigate this objective it is now in order to consider the 
methodology underlying the generation of data for preference studies. 
Two important problem areas involved are : 
l . What i~ th~ pature of the data necessary to test the postulated 
hypotheses,? 
2. hat is the best research method for generating the type of data 
specified in (l)? 
The general purpose of generating data is to test the empirical valid-
ity of postulated hypotheses; therefore , hypotheses themselves specify the 
type of data to be generated; Hence , the initial step in fruitful research 
is the formulation of meaningful~ testable hypotheses . 
Many hypotheses in research dealing with economic problems originate 
from functional relationships that economists postulate to describe the 
real world ~ The variables included in these relationships come from two 
major sources , economic theory and the researcher ' s own and others• experience 
in the field that initiated the problem. 
10 
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In order to postulate tunctions that describe consumer basic and 
monetary preferences for different grades of beet, it is necessary to com-
bine information from economic theory, the field of grading, and other fac-
tors that may condition consumer preferences . Since a brief statement or 
the theoretical framework has been presented, the discussion will proceed 
to grading and other factors , 
11The specific grade of a slaughter an.ima.l is determined by an 
evaluation in terms of factors which influence carcass excellence -
conformation, finish, quality and maturity. •1 
These factors are discussed by Dowell and Bjorka in their book Livestock 
Uarketing. 
Conformation is the build, shape, or proportion of' the various parts 
of the animal or carcass . Animals or carcasses that possess superior con-
formation yield a high proportion of the most desirable cuts and a low 
proportion of the less desirable cuts . 
Finish refers to the degree of fat . It includes the fat on the out-
side of the body or carcass , on the inside of the body cavity, and between 
the muscles and tissues . Thus , finish refers not only to the quantity but 
also to the quality and distribution of fat . 
~lity refers to the character of the flesh and tat. In the carcass 
it i s associated with the tenderness and palatability of the meat and 
hence refers to the strength of the muscle fiber , the amount and strength 
of the connective tissue and the character of the intercellular fat . 
Quality also refers to the relationship between edible meat and fat and the 
s ize and character of the bones . 
In all grading work, it is necessary that due consideration be g· ven 
to each factor . The same animal or carcass may possess prime confirmation, 
choice finish , and good quality. Bence, it i s a matter ~f balancing one 
factor against the other in determining the final grade. · 
lofticial United Standards for Grades of Slaughter Cattle" , PMA Service 
and Regulatory Announcement No. ll, Washingtons Government Printing Office, 
1950, p . 2. 
2 Austin Al:cyn Dowell and Knute Bjorka, Livestock Marketjng (New York 
and London, 1941) pp . 302-303. 
l2 
Shepherd discusses the usef·nlnass of grades tor wholesaling and retail 
purposes. 
In 1923 the Federal Government began official gTading of . carcas-
ses, not mer·e:1¥ f'or market reporting services, but as the basis for 
purchases of beef'. Since that time a number of institutional buyers 
have come '~o specify that the bee£ thoy buy must be g:ra.ded and stamped 
by an official governmen-t grader. This stamp that is placed on carcas~ 
aes by official government graders remain visible on. the retail cuts, 
therefore consumers can ascertain what grade they are buying when they 
buy federally inspected beer.J 
Not all meat that consumers buy is stamped with of'.f.'icial government 
g-rades, Packers also market meat that carry packe:rs private brands as well 
as meat tha:t is not labeled to grade in any manner, Hence, consumers have 
three alternatives in determining the gTade they buy: 
l. Official government grades, 
21 Packers brands., 
3~ Their own ability to judge grade quality from physical character ... 
is tics. Factors such as fat to lean ratio, tenderness,. etc. that are used 
by the trade to disting;uish between grades will be :referred to as grade 
factors .• 
Factors other than grade factors ·lihat may condition consumers basic 
preferences are: 
l. 'l'.'he practice of shopping at a reta::Ll outlet that markets only 
one grade of beef, 
2. The practice of consulting a butcher concerning the quality of 
beef that is pu.1'.'chased,.4 
.3. Health :restrictions such as a no•.fat diet • 
.3aoeffrey S. Shepherd, HrJiarketing Farm Products .. Economic Analysis!!, 
The Iovia State College l"':ress, Ames Iowa, 1955, pp .. 204 ... 207. 
4\lilhen consumers ask butchers for advice with regard to quality they 
indirectly use grading factors since recommendations will probably be 
based on grade factors. 
l3 
This list is not exhaustive,. but is sufficient to indicate that fae-
tors other than gxaad.e factors ra.ay condition consumers basic preferences. 
Even though these other variables do exist, this study assumes they play a 
minor role. Therefore hypotheses to be formulated will st1·ess those fac, ... 
tors that are used in grade determination .. 
4 general model depicting the variables that condition consumers basic 
preference ~ be postulated as; 
g = !'(xi, X;i,, x.,# x4, x;, Xe, ~, ... ,._~) 
Vilhere g = pref erred grade5 
.Model .3.l 
x1 = amount of marbling (f~kes of fat intermingled with lean) 
~;,; WllQUA: qf outside fat 
~ =' et>lo1{;Qf the lean 
x4 = color of the outside fat 
x5 = flavor 
x6 = ju.ioiness 
x, = tendarnes'S 
x8 ••• ~ = other physiaal factors 
Since Model 3.1 is £01· baaie preferences, (price and ineome are not 
selection taetore) it has economic meaning only when consumers are able and 
willing to at-t;acb monetary values to the eharaeteristios they prefer. 
A general mP4~!,tl~pioting preferences when price ~d income are the 
' ' r. - ~-' • ... 
only factors. may be given by the following relationship: 
g i;=• i"(x1, X;z~ :xj, x4, x5) 
Where g ~ preferred grade6 
x = price of Prime l . . . 
Model 3.2 
5Prime, Choice, Good and Commercial are the only grades considered in 
this .study. 
6 
*bip,. 
~=price of Choice 
~=price of Good 
x4 = price of Commercial 
x5 = family income 
14 
Hypotheses fo~ solely from Model 3.2 would also fa.ll short of describing 
the real world iui:Iess consumers only consider price and income when making 
decisions as to 'Vibat'·grado to purchase. 
In order to·formu.late a model that describes the actual relationship 
existing for consl$ers 1 purchases~ it would be necessary to include variables 
:from both models.· The number of' hypotheses that could be tested from such a 
:relationship WQUld necessitate more time and resources than were available in 
this study~ the;r,f6;J:>? hypotheses presented for consideration will be limited 
_,.,··--··· 
to those the au.thor·aeems the most relevant. These are enum~ated as follows: 
l, In genetfa:l. consumers prefer .lean to fat. S:i.ncl:l the fat to lean 
ratio is'lesa in lower grades, consumers will p'Ul:'chasa the lower 
grade~. wh~n prices of lower and higher grades ~e eq,ual •. 7 
2.., JIJhen t~ price ratio of a preferred grade to other grades in• 
creases, eonsumers will shil't from preferred grades to others. 
:3. Consmn@;i:-1'3 ~f:J) not familiar with . grade labeling. 
4. Consumers do not have suffioient knowledgE;J concerning grade :tao-
to:rs to distinguish between grades. 
Since the next step involves testing the validity of these hypotheses 
with empirical data, different methods of research will be examined with 
respect to their ability to generate the required data. 
Available Methods 
Certain hypotheses regarding consumer preferences for different grades 
7 Higher and lo1i1er grades as used in this study are relative terms, grade 
Good is a higher grade when compared with grade Commercial, but is a lower 
grade when compared with Choice. 
l5 
of beef were set forth·in the preceeding section. Hence, the next step is 
to evaluate different research methods as to their ability to generate the 
kind of data apeci:fied bj the hypotheses. The methods that will be con-
sidered are: 
2~ Market surveys ( time-series data) 
J. Controlled experiments 
4• Combinations of the above methods 
Before. proceeding further it is advisable to discuss the more important 
elements of each method as they are defined in this study.. Consumer surveys 
involve: n1nterv:tewingu; whereas,, market surveys and controlled experiments 
are based on actual purchases. Rhodes makes the following dif3tinctiont 
In general., this discussion "Will class as "sales resear-ohn all those 
methods which base a decision about the effect of a given variable 
upon the volume · of actual sales of the product concerned.: In con .. 
trast, "interviewing research" includes those methods of determining 
consumers attitudes and preferences by' some sort of direct coilJllluni• 
cation with consumers themselves, not nE;icessari~ involving their 
purchasing the product or products coneerneditg 
Consumer surveys as used in this stud;v will be synonymous with Rhodes t 
".interviewing technique". 
Since market surveys and controlled experiments both involve actual 
p'Ul'ohases of the product concerned, they will be distinguished on some other 
basis:. Jessen makes a distirietion which is appropriate for our purpose. 
The essential difference between tho survey and experiment 
for determining ncause and e£fecttt relationship ia that in the 
experiment the investigator exercises "oontrol11 over when and which 
investigative units of a given factor (or treatment) whose effect 
8v. James Rhodes, "A Theoretical and lilnpi:rical Investigation of Con-
sumer Preferences f'or Beef' by Grades in f.Jiatropolitan St. Louis, 1954",. 
Utrpublished Thesis, Harvard University, 1955, pp. 122 
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is.under measurement.will be pu't. It is the exercising of.this "eon• 
trol" that we may call .§!PGrimenting. VJhen v,e don'''t exercise this 
eotrtrol in our investigation (either because we ca11•t or we dontt· 
choose to} we are surveying rather than Enq>erimenting.9 
Both market surveys and controlled experiments as used in this study 
will ref.er to methods which involve actual purchases,-. but they will differ 
in that market surveys will refer to data which have been generated by the 
market under normal conditions,, and controlled experiments will refer to 
da..ta that have been generated under conditions controlled by tha investigator. 
With thea~ di$1;,inotions in mind• the discussion will proceed to the ad-
vantages and d~~~y-~t~ges of each of ·the three methods• ·mer weighing the 
advantages against the disadvantages an investigator should be able to form• 
ulate expectations regarding the accuracy of results he can obtain from 
each method. Hence,. he can then make a decision as to the method er combina• 
tion of methods that is best suited to his objective~ 
:: · · · · Consumer Surveys 
The advant~ges of' consumers surveys as given by Morse are: 
-,. . 
a.- fllel'it§ of tl1e Better tv;pes of Con@umer Su:rvez, Sinee a con-
sumer survey'oireumvents the market and goes directly to the consumer 
it permits a more complete picture of consumers preferences than is 
revealed by sale.a data alone. It is restricted, i£ well conducted, 
only to the extent of the consumer's ability or willingness to ex-
pres.s her preferences • 
Insomuch as the survey is oonduoted among consuming units, oer• 
tain basic facts with which the preferenoes may be associated can be 
secured,. In this way ind:tviduals whose preferences are studied may 
be cla~sif'ied according to such factors as: income, race# age groups, 
family siz'e, geographic region,. and size ·Of oo:mmuni ties. tleasu:res of 
covariability of' factors and pref'ererioas may be :received. 
It is by means of the consumer survey that one is able to go 
farthest in discovering the forces dete:rmining~ affecting. and associ• 
ated with consiwer preferences .10 
9:r~o~ J·.··· Jessen, (unpub. sampling class notes) Iowa Sta.ta College,. 
1951 •. 
l<\t. L.: D. morse, "R~tional.e for Studies of Consumer Food Preference" 
M,vanoes in Food Research, III, p .. 410. 
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The advantages that have been listed are dependent upon a satisfaetory, 
solution of many problems that are inherent in the survey method. Some of. 
these problems awe brought out by Brown-. 
The survey method is used in the three following general £.or.us: 
factual surveys, opinion surveys,, . and interpretive surveys. The d:l.s.• 
tinotion among tllese three types·is i?llportant because there is a di£ ... 
ference in t.he iaoientifio accuracy of information obtained by these·. 
forms of 'tht q;~t;11~t,io,n.n.ail·e mothod. . .. ... . • . 
f~hen. )!i~f~~ey meJohod is employed in this form, it~ results are 
subjeot tcf milliy errors. These include the errors of memory; the in• 
ability to generalize,. the desire to make a good impression, and var-
ious human tendenctes which bias the report. Since a human being is 
repoxting an action of himself or hf!. f amil;v, maz:iy errors are bound to 
be injectE;id :l.n.t~ the data obtained.. 
fhia. list '~s ·~ot exhaustive o:f the problems that e.re encountered with 
survey techniques, but enough are listed to give an indication of the many 
sou,:ces of erro:rs·that the investigator should take into account when he 
designs a questionnaire and conducts the interview,. Another major problem 
which may be mentioned is that of sampling .. The results of a survey, it 
they are to be useful, must be extrapolated to that population from whieh 
the sample was drawn. Therefore, care must be taken. that the sample repre .. 
sent.a, as much as posi,ible., the total population from which it is taken, 
Assuming ijh~t'f 13ourees o:f errors mentioned (and oth,:,3r$ not Usted) have 
been minimized to a satisi'actory level, an investigator can expecl, to ob• 
ta.in fairly accura:!;e results in measuring consumer basic preferences for 
different grades of beef. He can also expect to obtain satisfactory meaem:x-e• 
ments of those factors associated with basio pref'erenoes such aia knowledge 
of grade eha.racte:rist:tos,. etc. 
Ba.sic preferences and associated factors are incorporated in the overall 
objective of this study, but sinoe the major objective also pertains to meas• 
uring mopeta;r;v: values that consumers place on basic preferences, it is necessaey 
llJ.irdon o. Brown, liarketing and Distribution Res,e;arch 1 (New York~ 1949 
pp. 296•297. 
to formulate some e:i..1;:>ec·tation of' the accuracy of the data the invost,iga'tor 
could expect to obtaln if he injected hypothe·~ical prices into ·hhe inter-
view. 
The maimer in which the interviewer can present such a situation is by 
using photogTaphs or actual cu-ts of the grades in which he is interested. 
Since it is as sum.eel ·that he is interested in getting responses concerning 
grade it is necessary that .factors such as kind of' cut, amount of bone, size 
of cut, outs:1.de .fat, etc, be at "i;he se.me level for all g-t'ades~ His original 
question could be "which of these cuts 1rvould you choose if all were priced 
at __t per lb?" Since price is not a select:i.on fact;or the respondent 
should be able to give his basic p:referenoe a.s based on physical charac-ter-
istics ., After the respondent selectrs a certain cut the :interviewer can ·t.hen 
raise the price of' that cut to some desired level while holding the price of 
the other cuts at the original level. He then presents ·this new situation 
to the respondent.~ who m.ay stay with the higher prioed cut or switch to one 
of the other grades, If the consumer shifts to a lower priced g:rade it may 
be that he is not willing to pay any differentie.l, or some smaller dif'f'er .. 
ential ·l:;h1:,.n that set by the interviewer. In order to determine if the re• 
spondent will pay a smaller differential than original:1¥ set, the i.trt.erviewer 
would progressively l0i,11er the price spread. Similarly to get a maximum dif-
f'eren·tial i-t; may be necessary for the interviewer to co.ntinue :raising the 
price of the o:ri51.nal selection. 
It is obvious that this scheme is ve:rsatile in the measuring of price 
differentials between first and second choices, second and third, first and 
third, and othar combinations.· This method would give an investigator u.n-
lirn:ited power i.n getting at consumer monetary preferences, if :t t is assumed 
that consumers will give the same responses (or reasonably close) under 
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actual shopping conditions •. The validity of such rm assumption must be 
seriously questioned. F.espot1dents are placed under a hypothetical shopping 
condition the.tis entirely foreign to that met in real li:fe and it is very 
probable they cannot predict their future actions because many factors other 
than price change from one shopping period to another·. 
Based on th~ µmitations which have been presented, it; may be d:i.fficult 
for at1 investigator to measu.re !!!.9!1!=rt4~!X. preferences by using data obtained 
from consumer su:r.;vey~., 
Wlarket Surveys 
Market surveys includes those methods of getting at consumer preferences 
by analyzing prices, quantities, and qualities of the product concerned., 
PJlorse lists the f'ollowing limitations to measuring consumer preferences by 
using data obtained in market surveys. 
A major limitation of the market survey method lies in the over-
simplified relationship which is corrl1llonJ:-.r assumed between price and 
consumers' preference. llctuall.y what is secured by the market data 
survey method is a picture of' consumers• choices in terms of prices, 
and quantities imd qualities taken. Such choices may :reflect only 
roughly their preferences. The market may be so organized that is 
dHficult, if not impossible, for the consumers to express adequately 
their likes and dislikes in their market selections. Several condi-
tions may :tnte:d.'ore; (1) The range of products of.fared co11sumers may 
limit the extent of their choices. (2) 'rhe products may be labeled 
inaccurately as to their quality. Hence 1 the consumers in part are 
unable to compare satisfactorily the quallt.ies off'ered in the ma:rk1:rt 
and intelligently to e::x..--press their pref arences in their choices, and 
in part are actually :;iisled in ·their market selec·tio11s so ·that their 
markot choices reflect onl;y a limited and perhaps a f'alsa picture of 
co:ristuners' pre::f'e:rences. (3) Consumers I market selections of partic-
ular items are not solely a function of the price and the quality of 
the pa:rticular product; the selection is con.founded by such other 
conside:r·a.t;ions as; store personnel., types of' display, proximit.y of 
the sto:re,,3tore sexvices, volU111e of o·t;her goods purchased at the 
store etc.µ~ 
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11'\ren though market surveys yield data which is ganerated under actual 
:marketing conditions, the limitations as given above would lead an i11vesti-
gator to expect such data to give inaccurate mea::n,.rements of either basic 
o:r monetary pref ex·en.ces. 
A posoible alternative to market and consumer surveys is controlled 
experimentation which is a basic method of research in the physical and 
biological sciences. Gontrolled experiments are those methods in which the 
investigator attempts to eliminate the ef'f.ect of "non-testtt variables in 
order to measure the response of' experimental material to varying levels 
of a given tttest1t variable. 
Perhaps one of the best methods of eliminating non .. test factors is·to 
bold them constant while subjeeting the experimental material to different 
levels of th$ test variable. This prooedure is relatively easy for physical 
scientists who w9;rk w;1:th such variables as temperatures, voltUJJ.e, pressure,. 
ahemical reaction etc., but it is much more difficult for social scientists 
who deal with ~ubjee't matter that is affected by a multitude of variables, 
many of which ar~ ;unpractical, if not impossible, to physically control. 
Hen-ea, if a social scientist employs a controlled experiment:Ji he must use 
some a.lternative proeedure to physical control for eliminating non•test 
variables. 
An alternative to physical control is statistical control. Statistical 
control is used i,.,i both experiments and surveys~ but a major difference ot 
its use in these two methods of research is pointed out by Brunk. 
Using the eJ..'})erimental method the researcher must describe and 
cont;rol the conditions under which -the effects are produced. Variables 
not kept constant must be measured and eliminated statistically. The 
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data gathered w;i:th the survey method are the · everyday expei·iences of · 
the population under s.tudy. Elimination of the eff'eot of non-test .. 
variables ;lr:1 attempted by stratification·in sampling aod by statistical 
ana4'sis a~te~ the data are gathere(i •. Asswniilg that this .can be done 
the latte;r ~pp:roaeh is restricted i...;. that innovation cannot be tested. 
This is a a9;ious restriction for market development per .§J! implies 
innovation. J.;; · 
A frequently U$ed statistical tool in co-variance whieh allows an ex-
perimenter to .1:tciJust results f'or one source of uncontrolled variation. 
Other means of ~;Lµi~~tion is by designing the.experimeritso that variability 
of non ... test f.acitors 'can be eliminated in ·the analysis. ·There· are several 
designs that are available and the design which a given researcher employs 
w~ll depend upon the amount and kind of non~test variables, amount of 000-
operat,ion he can obtain in acquiring experimental test uni ts, available 
resources, etc • 
. An over-all appraisal of controlled experiJD.entation in any study · must 
be based on how much variation·duo to non-test £actors can be eliminated'by 
a combination of physical and statistical control., With reference to prefer-
ence studies,, what e:xpectations can an investigator fo7;IDulate as to the ac-
curacy of the r$sults ·obtained from a controllecl e;:..,."Periment cru:Ti3d ~ut 
under actual shopping conditions? Since sales or disappearance figures are 
the type of data to be anal;rzed to fulfill the major objective of preference 
studies, a general model that relates disappearance and a f'ew of the many 
possible sources of variation is pre:sented in tk:idol .3.3 •. · 
Model 3 • .3 
l3Tu1ax E •. Brunk and Walter 'I'. Federer, 11:Experimental Designs and hob-
ability Sampling in :Marketing Resea:rch,,rt junerican Statistical· -Associati9a 
Journal, Vol. 481 Sep·l:.embe:r, 1953., PI'• 440•441~ · · 
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1~he:re 'lJ'. j 1:<:lm = q1;W,nti ty disappearance of T ... Bone steak for i th price,, 
1 
- · jth store, kth time period~ 1th position •. and m"th day. 
'Q. ;:; over-all mean ei.'.t'eot . 
Pi~ price effect (for the 1th price). 
13j ~ store type ef'feo~ (for the jth store) 
tk •time period effect (f'or the kth period) 
r 1 ;It location position (fo; the 1th looation) 
dm;:; day effect (for the mth day) 
e · ;::;: random error 
Model 3.J ;;rtatei3 that the disappea:ronoe of x .. Bone steaks is associated 
with the over ... a.11 me.i'an effect, price of T-Bone, store type, time pE>riod~. 
position of T ... Bone display within the store proper I day effecrti, and residual 
error." It is realized that these are only a few or many variables that can 
logically affect ~ale~ volumes of T-Bone steak. other facto~s are bone con~ 
tent,. size of out~· amount of outside fat., etc. 
Different exper:tmental designs can be employed to eliminate those fae• 
tors that are not phys;icalzy controlled. In l'Jlodel 3.3 a randomized blocks 
design can be employed to eliminate the variation due to one non-test f'e.otor. 
If the investigator was limited in resource.s, etc. and randomized. blocks was 
the mo'St efficient design available under given restrictions., he would then 
block e)~erimerital treatments into that non-test factor that would decrease 
error sum of squares by the greatest amount,. Glen L. Burrows in a paper 
given to th€;'! Southwestern Social Science Meeting., April 1955 states: 
And in retail store experimentation the greatest single source 
of variability has been demonstrated over and over again to be that 
among stores. lllven mn.ong stores that ha:ve been purpos.lvely selected 
so as to agree in volume of sales, management practices, physical 
layout, geographical location and hours or operation, the between-
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· store eomp°i2,nt in an analysis of variation still dominates every-
thing else. ' 
In those cases that present two sources ot large amounts of variation, 
the investigator ca11 eliminate both by the use of latin square. The latin 
square design, however, is restrictive in that the number of stores must 
equal the nuraber of t1:eatraents. other statistical tools are dif':f erent 
treatment arrangements within a given experimental design, sue-has factorial 
arrangements of treatments, incomplete blocks> split plots, etc. Use ot the 
. . 
more complex designs are, however, dependent upon the objactives 1 knowledge 
of sources of variations, etc,, ThG use of an appropriate design is essential 
to a study of this type beoause of the many factors that are impossible to 
hold constant by phyf;l;ioal means .. However, in order to return to 1;he basic 
. . - . . 
problem involved, it w;i.11 be assumed that an investigator ean control non-
test factors b;y'c6mbining ~tat~etioal and phystcal controls. 
If the invE3'sti,.g~tor is concerned with over-all preference i'or different 
grades., he. can ~m.?l~;f di:t'.f'erent pr:i.cing schemes as treatments, .. and the dis-
appearance of various grades will be measurements of the monetary value that 
consumers place on preferred grados. If the investigator is interested in 
determining consumers ha.sic preferonces for individual physical chm·aeter• 
istics by employ;tng Model .3.l it is necessary to hold price equal for all 
grades while varying the physical oharacteristics being tested. For e:xamp.le 
if the experimenter is interested in test,.ng preference for amount of out• 
. . 
side .t'at• all otller pl1Ysical factors., as r1ell as price, must be held constant 
while the amount of outside fat varies., Variation in disappearance figures 
would then be the result of the one f'aotor., outside fat. 
1401en L. Burrows., HThe Adaptation and Use of Experimental Designs in 
b1archsndising Research" {unpubl. paper presented at Southwestern Social 
Science Meeting., April 1955) p. 5. 
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Combinations of Different Methods 
A major criticism of consumer surveys concerns the accuracy of data 
obtained from questions dealing wi·th the price dif i:er0nt:t<'lls respondents 
are w:tlling to pay.. Since a knowledge .of price diff1;Jrcntiels is essential 
if the markErl;ing system ii:; to pe:rform its pricing function ef'f'icientl.,v, a 
study of' this tYJ.)e wo1;1ld have little economic significance if based solely 
on this resea,:,eh method. 
Cont:roll~ E!xpe::dments, if v1ell conducted, appears to be an accurate 
method. of obtaining monetary preferences, but they arc woa.k in that factors 
such as income, knowledge of: grades, etc. can not be obtained from 11sales 
dat;a 11 &lone. '11herefore, in order to attain the major objective of this 
study, a oombination of controlled experimentation and consumer surveys 
will be employed i:n the empirical investigation. 
CililPTfz::R IV 
L!ODELS l:JJD EL'JFIRICAL RI.:StJLTS 
General 
'.!.'he specific objectives of' tho empirical investigation have been st,ated 
as follows: 
l~ To determine comrumer basic preferences for' cUf'ferent physi.cal 
characteristics of beef as they are related tot.he grades Prime, 
Choice, Good a.nd Com,'lleroial, 
2. To .measure the monetary values that consumers place on ·!;heir 
basic preferences (preferred grades), 
J.. To compa:ee consumers responses ·to questions concerning price 
differentials ·l;he;y are willing to pay as obtained by surveying 
ve,:,sus responses 12nder actual shopping conditions. 
It IDB:Y be advisable at thif::i time t,o poi:c:t out that this :lnv0stigatton 
was r1::1stric_ted to visual preferences, 1i11hich includes those preferences 
that are based ')'1 the consumer's own ability to judge quality from phy ... 
sic.al charaote:dsties, gratl6 labels, or butchers recoinmendations. No 
attempt vm.s made to relate visual preferences to eating preferences.1 
Another point that should be clarified concerns objective (2). 'rhis 
lrt is .not too unrealistic to assume that cons1.:nners associate eating 
preferences wi·hh physical characteristics. 
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objective refers to measuring consumers monetary values placed on different 
grades rather tha,:i individual pey-sical characteristics. Oases may arise 
in whioh a consumer prefers individual characte:dsties that are not in• 
corporated within a single grade, for example he may prefer bright red 
lean and little if any marbling; in t,his case the chosen grade will not 
represent the sum total of individual preferences ·.tor physical character-
istics, but will represent an over-all preferen.ce. 
Selection of Cut. It would probably be desirable to study consumer 
preferences f'or all fresh outs of beef. However, this would be a task ot 
large proportions, and limited funds and personnel made this approach in--
feasible. Therefore, th.ts study was limited to the center cut of the short 
loin (T-Bone steak). This cut was chosen for the following re~sons: 
l.. T-Bone is a popular cut, therefore it enters into the purchases 
or :ma.cy of those consumers pu.rchasing meat,, 
2, Ora.de differences are more important in the loin section than 
any other section of the carcass, as determined by differences 
in v1bolesale prices,_ 
3. T-Bones are amenable to controlled experiments; that is, non ... 
test variables such as size of cut, amov..nt of bone, outside 
trim, shape of cut, etc.· ca11 be held constant. 
Selection of Stores. The retail outlets E.'lllployed in this study were 
selected on the fellowing criteria: 
l. Self-service 
2.- Large volume 
J. Clientele repreoentative of different income levels. 
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Stillwater Stora Experiment 
''l'he first phase of the study was carried out during the late winter of 
1956 in Stillwater, Oklahoma.. This phase was set up as a pilot study and in• 
eluded a controlled e:x;periment in one large self-service store, a home survey 
of a sample of consumers who actually purchased T ... Bone steak during the test 
period,,. and a. store survey or a sample of all f:'lhoppers within the test store~ 
Since the controlled exporimont was the first t-Q 'bf;3 :f>Ol"fo;rmed., .its ad.minis• 
tration and results will be discussed before taltj.ng up the survey phases:. 
frocedure, The controlled experiment was de;:3igned to give consumers an 
opportunity to select different grad.es of T-Bone ~t~a)c at different prices. 
A necessary featm·e waa to administer the expe:rime11t in such a manner that 
consumers would be unaware that. an experiment was being performed, hence 
store personnel who took part in the study were cautioned as to this point •. , 
The test store normally offers two grades oZ T-Bone, Choice a.nd Good 
mature. It was desired to experiment with more than two grades, and manage-
ment was questicnGd as to the possibility of adding both Prime and Commercial.-
Commercial was rejected on the basis of' s·i:iore policy• Therefore, the exper:t-
ment included frime, Choice and Good mature beef. Good and Choice grades· 
were supplied by the store through its regular channel, but since its sup-· 
pliers did net me:rchandize Prime, this ~Tade had to be ordered from another 
source. 
It was anticipated that loins would vary from the ~op to the bottom ,of 
grade classes, therefore that person who was responsible for cutting and dis• 
' 
playing was requested to match. to~ Good v1i th top Choice and. top Prime, low 
Good with lo,v Choice and low ~rirae,. etc.~ The person. responsible tor cutting 
2 . Able assistance on matters concerning grade control was freely given 
by L. E. t1alters of the Animal Husban.dry Department of Oklahoma A. & f!. 
College. 
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was also requested to match steaks of the sama size and bone content. This 
was a fairly easy task since only the short loin was used for experimental 
purposes. 
All steaks were trimmed to a uniform fat cover of l/2 inch and cellophane 
wrapped in packages of l, 2 a.'1.d 3 steaks f'or each grade. Each package con-
tained labeling as to type of c:ut I price per pound, weight in pounds and 
ounces, and to·!;al purchase price. Grade labeling was omitted on the first 
five treatments. 
The steaks v1ere displayed in three adjaceµt bins a$ illustrated in the 
following diagz·am, 
.. . :. .. 
·• • • 
other . Prime " Choice • Good • Other • • • • 
!i/Ieats ; 'f..,Bone . T-Bone • T•Bone . Meats • . . 
• Steak : Steak . Steak ·• . • • 
• . • : 0 
" • 
Figure 2. Position of Grades Within Display 
A question arose as to position within the meat, counter, and on the basis 
of traffic flow it was decided to use the center position. To eliminate 
position effects, the grades were rotated daily among the bins. Since a 
source of variation may stem f'rom different levels within bins, the person 
in charge of keeping the bins stooked was cautioned to keep all three at 
fiJ.ppro::d.matel;y" the same level. This request not only referred to the abso-
lute level, but also to packages containing different number of steaks. 
In k$eping with 110:rmal shopping conditions, the stockers were also advised 
to keep bins at normal levels. Frequent visits were ma.de to the store to 
insure that an adequate supply and grade differences were being maintained., 
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3It mas felt that when price is l4 eonts below the normal price 
aoJte shoppers ~ouli:1 eome into the '?-Done market, J.il;;e'.j;i:tse l4 cents above 
the .nol'!l1al pries wou.1£1 driv"* some t.d'1op,pera tl.i.'f~V. 
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Prime and Choice would outweigh the information lost on Choice. By using 
this pricing scheme it is possible to derive p:rice consumption (demand) 
curves for Prime and Good.4 
Treatments l, 2 and 3 were designed to generate a price consumption 
response relationship for Prime. In .line. w.ith this objective it will 'be 
noticed that prices of Choice~ Good WeTe hel,d ,oiistant during these 
treatm(3nts. Likewise,. a price consumption response reµitionship for Good 
can be derived from Treatments l, 4 and 5, in wbi.ch th~ prices of Prime 
and Choice were held constant. 
Treatments l, 6 and 7 were designed to provide information on basic 
preferences, tharafor,e prices of all grades were eq_Will during these treat'"' 
ments! Treatments l through 5 differ from 6 ~ 7'in ·th~t no identification 
bjr means of labels or federal s.tamps were avaiµabt~· ·to purchasers; whereas, 
in Treatments 6 and 7 packages were labeled as t,r gr,ade1 :the objective 
being to attempt to estimate the impact of grade labeling on selection. 
Model. A logical relationship between disappearance of Prime$ Choice 
and Good '£ ... Bone and associated va.ria.bles for the. $~11,;l.;l.water experiment ma;r 
be represented by Model 4.1. 
Jl:1odel 4.1 
Where y1 • = disappearflice ~£ Frime~ ghcioe and Good T-Bone steak 
J for the it pr1.ce and jt customer·· count 
u ;:;: over all mean effect 
pi= price ef'f'act (f'or the 1th price) 
c . = customer ooun:t (f'or the jth count) 
J 
e = residual error 
4Consumptioncurves derived :tn this study do not meet all the require-
ments ·or a theoretical demand curve• but the time period for the entire 
experiment was short enough that incomes> tastes and pref'eren.oes • range of 
available goods, prices of all other goods (excluding prices of T•Bone 
steaks), and the number of-consumers probably did not undergo drastic cllange. 
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In this model store physical factors such as bone, shape., etc. are 
physically controlled,. and grades are rotated among bins.. The ei'f ect due 
to number of shoppers ean,be eliminated sine~ th~ 8.l,).alysis is to be based 
on pounds per 1000 customers. Wnoontrolled sources of Va:?i{:ltion entering 
into the error term are time effects, income et:t~gtfJ, p;rioes of substitute 
' ' ~:1 . ) 
goods (especially other meats),, and many others.; However, it was felt that 
the time period of experimentation would be short enough that uncontrolled 
sources of variation would remain fairzy stable. 
fM:lSul;tes .. Before presenting the results it mey be well to point ou\ 
that difficulty was encountered in obtaining adequate supplies• Du.e to in-
sui't"ieient stock,, one, two or all three grades were not avai~ble on certain 
days t Fortunatel;r an adequate supply of all three grades was available on 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of Treatments l through ,~ Treatments 6 and 7 
did not yield data that eould be analyzed due to short supplies. fhere:tore,. 
the .fellowing analysis will pertain to Thursday-, Friday and Saturday o; 
Treatments l thl~ough 5. 
Results are presented in two types of tables, one type is based on per-
centage figures, while the other is based on pounds per 1000 customers} 
Table II is presented £or the purpose of pl.acing pricing treatments close 
to the results. 
TABLE II 
FRICI~G TREAT,M'EiTS EMPLOYED IN STILLWATER STORE EXPERllUT 
\ 
\ 
Treatment Prime Choice Good Ave. Price 
\ 
' l ..... .89 $ .89 $.89 $ .8900 
2 .75 .89 .89 .84.33 
3 l.03 ~89 .89 .9366 
4 .89 ~89 1.0.3 .9366 
5 .89 .• S9 .75 ~8433 
5Figuras based on pounds per 1000 customers were obtainable from. dai.)¥ 
customer count_ which is a normal practice or store management. 
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Tables III and IV give the same :results, but Table IV presents the 
:lnf'o:rm.ation in a form that is necessar.v- in much of the follcrwing analysis. 
Treatment 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Treatment 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE III 
PERCEI\lTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES PUR<ftlASED 
IN STILLUATER STORE EXPIIBU~NT 
Pr:i.me Choice 
% I) 
20.1 42.7 
29.9 .'.39.3 
21.s 35.6 
12.9 45.5 
19.l 25.8 
POWJJS EER 1000 C'£1STOI1£f£HS PURCHASED IN 
STILLWitTER STORE EXP1!:Rllvlffl 
Prime Choice 
J-bs, lbs, 
5,648 12.022 
13.304 17.495 
9.002 14.702 
3.875 13.618 
H.0?4 10.902 
Good 
'b 
37.2 
30.8 
42.6 
4.1.6 
55.l 
Good 
lbse 
10.456 
13.746 
17.//78 
12.441 
23.320 
Test of Models and Hypotheses with Results from the 
Stillwate:r Store F.xpe:riment 
Total 
c,1 
i'O 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Total 
lbs, 
28.126 
44.545 
41.282 
29.934 
42.296 
Basie Preferen.ces. In Treatment l price was not a selection factor 
since all g;rades were priced at 89 cents •. Distinguishing physical character-
istics among grades were amount of marbling and color of the lean. The lean 
to fa,t ratio was the highest in Good., followed by Choice, than Prime. During 
Trea:tfo.ent l P1·ime a.m:ounted for 20 .. l percent .of the total T-Bono sales; 
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whereas, Choice and Good accounted for 42.7 and 37 •. 2 percent respective:cy, •. 
In testing the hypothesis that consumers prefer lean to fat. it appears from 
this evidence that consumers are not adverse to a moderate amount of marbling 
but do not wish to purchase those steaks that are more heavily marbled. 
Tl'eatment l is -the only treatment that gives infoi·mation as to basic 
preferences since the other four involve price differentials. However. an 
analysis of variance was run on the data presented in Table n. The design 
employ~ w.as tha.t of randomized blocks in which the various grades were 
blocks and the five pricing schemes were treatments .. A summary of the re-
sults is presented in Table V. 
TABLE V 
. ANAJ:J.'SIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY FOR PmtCHASJES OF T•BOME STEAK 
. · . U . . . IN STILLWATER STORE EXPERIMENT . 
Source 
Total 
Treatments 
Grades 
Error 
l4 
4 
2 
8 
*Sign:1.fieant at .05 ;Level 
s.s. 
336.12 
77.24 
155.04 
lOJ .. 84 
P~im~ Ghoio@ Goo,g 
Grade mean 7.980 lbs J.3.747 lbs. 15.508 lbs. 
Standard er.ror or a grade mean = 1.611 .. 
M.S .. 
... 
19.Jl 
77.52 
12.98 
Fobs. 
---... 
.... 
A multiple range test computed for grade means resulted in Prime being 
significant-ly different from Good and Choice at the .05 level of .significance. 
Pricing treatments were not significantly different from.each other at the 
. ' . 
• 05 level of probability. These results lend credence to the evidence that 
consumers prefer lean to fat. 
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Demand for Prlme. In order to obtain a point estimate of the price 
response for Prime in the Stillwater test store., the·disa:ppeaxance 0£ Prime 
per 1000 customers (y) was fitted as a. linear function of the price or 
Prime (x). This relationship is based upon Treatments l, 2 and 3 and ap-
pears as Equation 4.1 in tha text. 
y • 22.992 ... 154x 
. (..227) Equation 4.1 
In Equation 4.lthe sign of the price coefficient is negative and 
therefo;re agrees with economic theory. The price elasticity of' demand at 
the means ;Ls -l.468• and it is estime.ted that al percent increase in the 
pr.ic;:e 9f ~~ would result in approximatezy a 1.5 de.crease in its sales. 
Altllou~bthis equation does appear logical• the fact tha1; it·is based on 
onl,- ~ea points and the s.tandard error of the price coefficient is relative• 
l;r l~g~ ~ ,227), onl;r limited statistical and eoonomio infer.enees should be 
· .... ·~~ for Good. A point estimate of demand for Good ean be approxi• 
mated by Equation 4.2 in which y is the disappearance of Good per 1000 eus-
tomers and x is the price of Good. this equation is based upon Treatments 
l, 4 and 5 in which Prime and Choice were .held constant at 89 cents a, while 
Good varied from 75 cents to $1 • .03. 
y = 49.985 - .389:x: 
(.306} 
Equation4.2 
Equation 4.2 gives a :negative sign for the pri:ee ,ooe.f:tioient. Price 
elasticity at the means is •2 .245. However, this equation is similar to 
that estimated for Prime in that it is based on only three points and gives 
a large standard error ( • .306) for the price aoef'f'ioient. Hence, inf ere.nee 
from Equation 4 .• 2 is also limited to a point estimatiou. 
. ·' 
.Qg,nF3umer Response to Price Chan@. One of the hypotheses which was 
desired to test was tha't; eo:nsumers shift from their preferred grade into a 
second choice when the price of their preferred grade increases .. 'l'he re• 
sults presented in Table III can. be employed to get at consumers response 
to price changes. By usir1g the results from Treatment l as a measur~ of 
basio preference, shifts among grades are shown in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
PERCENT AGE SHIFT fil.10NG GRADES DUE TO PRICE CHANGES 
IN STILLWATER STORE EXPER.IMffiT·!} 
Treatment Prime (% Change) Choice {% Change) Good 
"6 e 
l 20.l 0 42/7 0 37.2 .. 
2 29.9 +9.8 .39.3 -3.Li- 30.,8 
3 21.8 +l.7 .35.6 -7.-l 42.6 
4 12.9 -7,.2 45.5 +2.8 - 41.6 
5 19.l •L.O 25.8 .. J.6.9 55.l 
*All percent changes computed from Treatment l. 
(% Change) 
0 
-6.4 
+5.4 
+4.4 
+rt.9 
The (% change) columns in 'l\abla VI do not refer to absolute quantities .. 
i'or example, the absolute amount of Prime sold .. in 'Treatment 2 may remain the 
same or decrease from the absolute amount sold in Treatment l,. even though 
'the pereentage ohange is + 9.8. The i'.igure + 9 •. 8 refers to percentage in-
crease in '.Prime sElles in Treatment 2 as -compared to its percentage sales 
in Treatment l, similarly all (%_change)figures compare .a given treatment 
-t.o Treatment l. 
In Treatment 2 Prime decreased from 89.to 75 cent$ and Choice and Good 
were held constant at 89 cents. Even though the absolute prices or grades 
Choice and ('~od remained unchanged their prices increased relative to the 
price of Prime .. Tho net :result rms an increase o.f 9.8 percent for Prima 
a11d 3.4 and 6.4 percent dec:rease in Choice and Good respeeti.vely. 6 
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In Troatment 3 Prime increased to $1.03 while Good and Choice remained 
at 89 cen:bs. Hence, there was a relativ·e decrease in the prices of Good 
and Choice. ey com.paring Treatment .3 with Treatment 1 it is found that· 
Prime ;inc;r:ea.sed l.7 pe:rcsnt even in face of the 14 eent price· inerease. 
Choice decreased 7.1 percent and Good increased. by 5.4 parcent •. 
In Tx'eatment 4 Good was priced at $1.0.3 while Prime and Choice were 
prieed at 89 cents. By comparing Treatment 4 with Treatment l the l4 cent 
increase in Good resulted in a 4.4 percent increase in Good while Prime 
-
decreased 7 .• 2 percent and Choice inereased by 2.8 percent. 
In Tu-eatment 5 Good decreased 14 cents as compared to Treatment 1. 
PrimG and Choice were held constant a.t 89 cents. The de.crease in the price 
of Good resulted in 17.9 percent increase in Good while Prime and Choice 
decreased by 1.e, and 16/J percent respectively. · 
Treatments 2 antl 5 yielded expected results in that a lowering or the 
price of l'rime in Treatment 2 resulted in a percentage increase in Prime~ 
anc1 similarl¥ for Good in Treatment 5.. However,. Trea.tme.nts 3 and 4 alao 
.showed a small percentage increase in .Prime and Good :respectively,. when 
the price of each was increased. 1'lleref'ore, Treatments 2 and .5 tend to 
support the hypotheaia that consumers will shift to lower priced grade'*. 
when the price of their preferred grade increases, however, Treatments 3 
and 4 give evidence contrary to the hypothesis. 
61t is impossible to measure the e:xaet nature of grade sJ;tlfts, but 
measurement of the net result and direction affords a good estimate of 
the general relationship of shifting due to price change. 
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largest or all treatments, therefore the 17.9 percent increase in Good. may 
be due to consumers entering the market rather than shifting fl"om Prime 
One of the disadvantages of cont;rolled ex-periments :i.s t,hat a11 invest~ 
igato:r eatmot obtain 111easurements of income, consun1er knowledge of grade 
facto;ra t c,ooking methods, etc,, Hence, in order- to maa.swe such variables., 
surveys we:re conducted a.fte1• ·the store e:iq:,eriment was completed. 
Hor11e Survey 
· ··. tt:ooepure, The home surveys inaluded a sample of consumers who a.ct-
,:; .c;,' .• " ' ' 
ual]J:' pu;r-ohased T'."Bone steak du.ring the expe:r-iment ! Since the S);.1)eriment 
t-. 
was to simulate normal shopping conditions, it was necessary that the sample 
be drawn in a. manner that would not permit shoppers to know that·an experi• 
ment was b~ing pe?.forrned. '.l'herefore . , cashiers were ,instructed to keep a 
list of those T .. Bone steak pi,trchssers whom they knew by name and those who 
cashed checks /I Along wH,h names they also listed addresses if they were 
8 known, date_. grade, am.01.mt,. and purchase price. Sheets were made up that 
faoili tated a quick 1istit1g of this information. Cashiers were cautioned 
to fill in ahaets in such a mam.1er that purchasers would not be suspicious. 
The consumers drawn in this manner were later interviewed at their hOllie~. 
7 A sam.ple drawn in this manner is necessarily biased,. however, it 
was the only sampling technique that met with management approval. 
8rt was later found that restricting the sample in this manner led to 
a smaller s.a:mple than was desired. 
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One o:r ·the :major purposes .o:? the home stlT'iteJ r:1as t,o obtain consw11e:r' 
response to qu,Js'tions concerning mo:o.etary preferences. Since consumer 
response to given pricing treatmen'!:,s were al.ready determined under actual 
shopping conditions, it was felt that ifa purchaser was presented the 
sai11e situation in a survey, sales and survey results could be ,compared ... 
The schedule em.ployed· ::tn the home su.:rvey is presented in A.ppendix A. 
The res11lts pre1:H.:m.ted in this section will, to thQ large part, deal 
with crt1estions pertaining to the question "Can consume!' suryeys be em-
ployed to measure the monetary valt1es that consumers place on their basic 
preferences?n 
Two interviewers were uaed in the homo survey in which a display of 
actual cuts of Prime., Choioe and. Good T-Bone steaks was presented "Go ea.oh 
respondent,. The display device consisted of a porcelain tray that was 
placed on the top side of a. cardboard box that contained dry ice. Each 
steak was individually wrapped in cellophane. The same precautions were 
taken as il1 the store e:irperiment in eliminating non-test factors such as 
size., shape,, outside trim, tPJ.eknes~ 1 e:t.e. by selective matching. Official 
gove:r.mnent stamps were reraoved in order to present t,he :respondent the same 
situation aa that encountered in the store experiment. P~ition of s·l;ee.ks 
were rotated frequently in order to eliminate that source of variation. 
As the interviewer presented the display the respondent i".'a.s requested 
to choose between the three cuts, assuming that all outs were priced at 89 
cents per pound. After the respondent selected a given eut1 he was then 
asked lrl.s reasons for choosing that particular cut. Reasons such as mar ... 
hling, color of lean,, textut·e etc. were the type of answers that were ex .. 
pected.. L;iany respondents howe11er, based their choice on size, bone content 
and other non-test vru.0 iables. An attempt was made to physically control 
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non-test factors but neverthole.ss i't. was di±'fieult to match shape, bone 
content, etc., henee, some d:if.t'el"enees in non-test factors. were probably, 
:real; but even so, one respondent would list one at.eak as the largest while 
another would list a cl.if'i'erent ste,ak as the largest,. 'lherefore, it was 
necessary tooontl'ol non-test factors by making dif'ferent assumptions to 
~!t individual cases after a respondent ~ve non-grade factors as reasons 
for their seleotiol'J.,. This was satisfactol'jl' :tn some oases, but in othm•s 
the best a.nswer that could be obtained . was ttTbis steak just looks better 
Test of filiodals and Hypotheses with Results 
from Stillwater Home Survey 
R!·!PS?!U'!e to f:ric! Increase of Preferred Gr~e ~· Vilhen the respondent 
iielected a QUt and gave reasons for his selection., the price of the selected 
,;~ut was increased from 89 cents to $1.03 while the prioe of the ot.hei· two 
· · ·11uts remained at 89 cents. He was then asked which steak he would purchase •. 
· :'4ter the respondent made· a selection under the new pricing scheme, th&·_ 
\.~;; : . . . 
-: , ' .. 
preferred cut was increased by 14 oents while the price of th~ oth~r ~wp 
cuts were held constant. tn those cases in which respondents chose the 
same cut as.befor~, the-price ·of' that cut waei increased to $1.17 while the 
other two cuts remained at 89 cents. . t.11 those cases in which respondents 
selected one of the other two cuts the· r1ew pricing scheme presented would 
be two cuts at fl.OJ.and the remaini11g .cut at 89 oenta~ 
'These steps were carried out until the respondent selected all three 
grades, or until it was eviden.t that he would not purchase the third, and 
in some cases the second choice at a priee or 89 cents. · Results o~ this 
question are presented in Table VII •. " 
Xl ..... ,,_ ..... 
11 
12 
14 
TABLE VII 
RESPONSE TO PRICE Il'lCREASES IN PREFEllRED 
GRADES IN STILLWA,TER UOME SURVEY 
cl 1'~7'/1' <t,ii.' ... . iJ ... 
l 
4 2 
4 2 
)'.l ~l/l' 1ir • .J , o. 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
*The prices of' tho other two grades re:mained constant at, 89 cents. 
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()i!. the elevet1 consumers who chose Prime when a.J.l three g.ra.des were 
'priced at 89 eent,s only t,hree said they would purchase it at j\1.03 when the 
othe1· grades remained at $9 cents. Of' t,hose tbreE1 who stayed with .Prime 
on.~ one reme.ined t'.ihen it increased to ~>l.17; but this one stayed through 
$1.31. Respo11ses of those preferring Choice a11.d Good m·e very similar to 
those preferring Prime. 
Table VII indicates ve:ry li ttls di.ffe:re11co between monetary preferences 
of those preferring different grades, that is, respondents preferring one 
grade placed approximately the same monetary value on their preference as 
those respondents preferring other grades. 
l;lelatiopship Bet~~en :Prefer;r.~d .. GTe.de~M~pd S@,9_gn.~ce. An important 
aspect of 1·espondent shift in grades concerns the g;rade that is chosen when 
the price of the preferred grade is :tncreased. Table VIII presents this in• 
formation for the home su:rvey. 
First 
TABLE VIII 
RELATIONSHIP BETWF.EN FIRST AND SECOND PRE.FERENCE !N 
STILLWATlili HOME SURVTuY 
Numbor of Second Proi'o:rence 
if;cef'erenge .. ;Respondents Prime Choice Qogd Wouldn't 
Fr;tme ll 7 4 0 
Choice· 12 4 6 2 
Good l4 .3 8 .3 
*Consumers who s-"Gated they wou.l.d only purchase i'irst choice. 
.,,. 
"+"-
bwt 
'.!.;he second preference of the eleven l.:i.sting Prime as theh· first pre• 
fe:rence was divided into 7 i'or Cl1oiee and L~ for Good. The second p:re.ference 
of the 12 who listed Choice as their fi:t·st pre.ferenoe TI&S divided i.nto 4 
for Prim.et 6 for Good and 2 who would not consider.purcha::::ing neither Good 
nor Prima, Xhe second preference of the 14 who listed Good as their first 
preference was divided into 3 for Prime.,. 8 for Choi,ce and 3 rJho would n0t 
aonsicler purchasing neither Prima nor Choice. 
It appears from Table VIII that· consumers preferring Prime have a · 
tendency to switch to Choice, vihich is reasonable since Choice has physieal 
obaraet-eristics more elosely associated to those itolierent in Prim.e than does 
grade Gocd. · Similarly; consumers pi'eferring Good have a tendency t-0 choose 
Choice rather than .Prime. Since Choice is the grade between Prillle mid Good, 
the consumers in this group are expected to be split fairly even between 
thooe preferring characteristics tending tow~xd Prime and thos{!:) who pre.fer 
characteristics tending towa:t'd Good, hence, the 4 and 6 spli·t between Prime 
and !Jood renpectively is consistent with tha other results •. 
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6,gcuracy of Survey Results in Measuring llironetary Frefere:nces. A spe-
oi:f'ie objective of this study is to compare oonsumer stll'Veys and controlled· 
experiments in obtaining measurements or the true monetary values that con• 
sumers place on thoi:r pxeforencss for different b>Tades of T•Bone steak. In 
order to get a;t this question, persons actually purchasing T-Bone steak 
under experimental prices wore to be presented the same situation in an 
interview after tho controlled experiment was completed. 
It was desired to conduct the controlled e:xperim.ent under conditions 
that simulated actual shopping conditions, Therei'oret the survey srunple 
was restricted to those purchasers whom cashiers knew by name and those who 
cashed checks. Such a scheme worked satisfactorily for 'bhe first two treat• 
mants1 but onzy a few names were obtained during tho remainder of the experi-
men't. Sinas the majority of consumers surveyed purchased T-Bone steak during 
Treatment 11 in which a price differential 1rJas not a factor, this study fails 
to generate sufficient data t1.pon \'Jhieh to evaluate the survey method for 
measuring consumer monetary preferences. However, in a i'uture study that 
employs a greater number of outlets, the method attempted here should yield 
data that oan be used to 1neasure the accuracy of monetary preferences as 
obtained from consumer surveys. Since the home survey was based on such a 
small sample, it was decided to employ the same type of' interview within 
the store proper. 
Stillwater Store Survey 
b:,ocedu:re. The store survey was eondueted similar to the home survey 
in most respects but differed in the following waysr 
l.: lour grades were used in the store survey~ whereas only three ,vere 
4.3 
employed in the home surr,-ey. As was pointed out earlier, it was 
desired to experiment w:t th Commercial grads I but store policy 
would not pe:rrnit its sale. However, since suxveying did not in• 
valve actual sales, it we.s possible ·to :I.nclude eommereial in the 
2., A larc{er sample was drawn in the store survey than was possible in 
the home su....'!'Vey. l'he sample used in store intorviewa was not 
restricted to purchasers of T-Bone steak as was the sample used :b1 
the home survey, but rather included shoppers drawn at random from 
the entire store population. 
The display was similar to that v,;hich 1ias taken to qonsumers homes. 
Consumers were selected at :random as they passed by the display stand. !'Wo 
interviewers alternated with each other so as to have an intervlewer present 
from opet1ing to closing time. The same precautions concerning control of 
non-test physical ebaJ"aotaristica that were taken in the controlled experi-
ment and home survey were also taken he:re. The position of grades within 
the display were :rotated as frequently as steaks were replaced with fresher 
cuts, which w;;.s ~pp:r-o:dmat€>ly every two hours. 
The store survey was conducted. on Thursday_,. 1''riday and Saturday-, 
l\;Iarch 291 through March 3L, 1956. 140 usable schedules were obtained. 
Test of I\Jlodels and Hypotheses with Results fr.om 
Stillwater Store Survey 
monetary values are given in Table IX •. 
TO PHICE INCI1F:ASE In J?fffTIPll:RP.]TD cm.ADES !Ti 
STILLWATER STO'.l:IE SURllt'Y 
Grade 89p/lb. 1.03/lb .. ii 1.17/lb. ... ~~ 1.31/lb 
Se).2.g~d. «----~-,---·----
Prime* 28 6 21.43% 2 7.1% l 
Choice* 30 7 23 • .3 % 2 6.7% 0 
Good* JS 2 5.3 % 0 0 0 
Oommercial-K- 44 ll 25.0 % J 6 .. 85l l 
-
J:'.~ 
3.6% 
0 
0 
2 • .3% 
*The price of' the other three grades remained constant at 89j. 
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1.45/lb. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
In 'l:ahle IX, 6·or the 28 consumers preferring Prime indicated they would 
pay l .. 03 per pound for their preferred grade rather than select one of the 
other three grades at 89 cents per pound. Percentage wiso this is 21.4.3 per-
cent. ffi1e11 the price of Prime was increased to $1.17, other grades rema:i.ning 
at 89 cenJ.;s,. only 2 of tha 6 who stayed with Prime the first increase were 
willing to pay this ssco11d price increase. These two consumers made up 7.1% 
of the original 28. The othor grades are inte1·preted in the same manner. 
Table IX ind:tcat.e;:; that consumer response to price increase is approrl• 
mately t;he same for those who selected Prime, Choice, or Commercial as their 
first pref'er.:moe. Those preferring Good appear to · react differently as ind.ii,, 
cated, by a smaller percentage staying with their pref e:rence 011 the first price 
increase. 
f:£?1@.t:lonsh:tn Between First and Second.Preferences,. As in the home 
sur:rsy., relevan·!; inf'crme.tion can he obta:tned by relating firs-I.; and second 
p:r·efore:nces. Table X p:resents this ini'ormation for the store survey. 
First 
Pref ... 
•.. 
Prime 
Choice 
Good 
Comm. 
TADLE ! 
RELllTim~SHIP B:GTVJESJ:I :F'!RST lllTD S"ITiCC'lID :PEEFERE1:JCr~:B Ir~ 
STILLWATER STORE SURVEI 
Second Second Preference 
Resps. Preference (in I!ercent}· 
Prime Choice Goog. !fornm:, None Pdne Choice Good Comm. None*· 
28 J.4, :3 5 6 50.0% 10.7% 17 .. 9% 21.4% 
30 8 16 j 3 .26.7% 
-
53.3% 10.0% 10.0% 
38 7 12 18 1 lB.4% 31.6% ... 1.7.4% 2.6, 
44 13 16 9 6 29 •. 6% 36.4% it. 5% ... 1:,, •. 5% 
*IIumbel' of consumer's who re1usec1 to indicate a second preference• 
.Fift;r percent of those consumers listing. Prime as their first preference 
seleeted Ohoiee as their second,.. Th.ts is expected since Cho;lce is more near)¥ 
like .Pr~ than the other two grades• Of those consumers listing Choice as . 
their first preference 26 .• 7 percent selected Ptj.me and 5.3.3% selected Good. 
Th.is resiut is logical since Choice is the intermediate grade between Prime 
and Good. The percentage split for those preferring Good was 18.4 percent 
for Prime, 31.6% for Choice and 47.-1, percent for Commercial. '!'his is also 
a logiaal division since the larger percentages went to the· two grades that . 
Good comes between. . Those. consumers who selected Oommer~ial !!lfl their. first 
preference chose second preferences that are inconsistent with their f'ir~t. 
c~oice. Good., the grade that wou.ld be expected to receive the highest per• 
eentage actually received 20.5 percent which is lower than the 29.6 percent 
and 36.4 percent rece::tved by :?rime and Choice respective~. 
Oonsumer j'nowledge of Grad~ Standqrd§ • It will be recalled that re-
spondents were dependent upon their own ability to judge quality by phy'sical 
charaeteristies t'lihen seieeting preferences. The relationsh::tp between ability 
to name gTades i:n order from Prime to Co:mme:roial is presented in Table XI. 
RELATIO!ITSJID? BE'f'1J,'EEl1 FIRST SELECTIOM Mm ABILITY TO NPJ11E. GRADES 
IN ORDER IM STILLt'JATER STORE SURffl* 
Ability to Mame: 
4 or more grades 
correctly 
1 grade correctly 
42.9 
17.9 
l0.6 
3 .. 6 
25.0 
First Selection 
Choice Good Commercial 
l % ... ~i 
16.7 5.3 22 •. 7 
6.7 5.3 9.2 
l.3.J 7.9 15.9 
0 7 .. 9 ,4 ... , 
63 3 73.6 47.7 
*This is not necessarily a test or judging ability. Consumers were 
just asked to name the grades, not "l;o identify the grades on display. 
The purpofie of Tab.le ll is to test ·the hypothesis that consumers . who 
are fan1iliar with th.a grading system tend to select the higher grades when 
p:dees of all grt1des a.re equal. Of those selecting Prime 42.9 perc.ent could 
name four or more grades in order, whereas, of t,hose selecting grade ~ood 
only 5.3 percent could name 4 or more grades in order. Twenty ... f'ive percent 
of those choosing Prime could not name any grades in order, whereas, the 
pe:reentago of grade Good was 73.6. 
It appears from Table XI th.at respondents selecting hi.me were more 
familiar with grades than any other group, however, those respondents 
selsctir.g e011'!li1ercial were more familiar with grades than ei that· the Choiee 
or Good groups. Eenee, there is evidence both for and. against the .hypothes.is. 
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l?references for Indivit;lu.al . t:h?sieal eparaet!f}ristics • Respondents' 
pref'erenaes f OI' individual . physical eharaeteristics ,. both grading and non• 
gI·ading factors,. are presented in '!'able XII. 
Table XII indicates little difference between respondents i11 different 
grade classes as to their preference tor outside fat. The largest percentage 
0£ all grade el.asses prefer:l'.'ed one .. quarter inch o:r• less; aiu:I the next smallest 
amount., one-half inch., accounted for almost all other respondents• 
The Pri.flle sroup indicated a stronger preference for moderate amount 
of marbling than did the other groups. Choice :ranlted seeond with 50 percent 
pref'e'c:ring a rnoderate amount, .36. 7 percent preferring a little and 1.3.J par-
e.ant desiring none, '.rhe Good and Commercial groups were similar in that 
respondents j_n both groups were divided about equally among the three amounts 
of mai~bling, The relat.ionship between grade selected and amount of marbling 
as shovm by •rable Ill is logical since degree of maI'bling is one of the :more 
important grade f'aotors. 
Responses given on preferred col.or of lean are not as grou:ped as those 
ooneerning mnoun~ of marbling. Mediut'I eolor was preferred by the largest per .. 
cen·tage. in all grade groups• whereas dark was the least preferred except in 
the Good .. aJ.asz whara dark was pref erred CNer light. 
mdte fat was pz·eferred over yellow tat by the largest percentage in 
a.ll f!,'l"ade elassea; · however, approximately one ... thi.rd of the :t'espondents in 
eJ.l grade cla13ses indicated no preference. 
The largest percentage of respond.ants in a.ll grade classes selected 
three-quarter inch as the n1ost. desired thickness. The second ntost preferred 
thickness of those selecting hime was one inch or over, whereas the second 
preferred thickness for other grades was one ... half inch. 
TABLE XII 
PERCl!'Jfl'AG:E DI.S'I'FlIBUTION OF PRJ1TERRED PHISICllL CHJJ.RAGTERISTICS 
BY GR.ADE IU STILLWATER STORE SURVEY 
_____ .._..._ ____ ,,,_, ____ ~------~--------~~~------~---------
~-;ev,; 
Grade selected 
lhysieal Characteristics: Prime Choice Good 
%., M~__,_lrl;.$. 
------~"3!!~--1>1----- -ns.-i % 
tside Fat Gover 
l 4" (or les.s) 
l/2u 
'J/4" 
ln (or . more.) 
Mo Preference 
Ma:t·bllng 
Moderate 
Little 
lilone 
No Preference 
Color .of LeM 
Light 
!\tedium 
Dark 
:Mo l?'referenee 
Qoj.or of Fat 
White 
YellovJ 
Mo haf'erence 
Thie . ess 
l 4u (or less) 
1/2t1 
3/4tt 
l" (or more) 
No Preference 
Total 
Total 
Total 
Total 
53.6 
39.2 
3.6 
...lt6 
-~ 100.0. 
82.l 
10.7 
3.6 
.:a 6 
·t-
100.0 
32.l 
60 .. 8 
7 .. 1 
' 100.0 
64.J 
3 .. 6 
;32.1_ 
100.0 
... 
25.0 
42.9 
.32 .. l 
-
,..,_._..... 
100.0 
60.o 57.9 
36.7 39.5 
2.6 
3 •. J 
-100.0 100.0 
50.0 31.6 
36.7 ?.4 "' ;J .2 
13 • .3 28.9 
!i,l. 
100.0 100.0 
30.0 13.2 
43.3 60.5 
16.7 21.0 
10.0 
-
.. ~.J 
100.0 100.0 
46.7 47.4 
10.0 15 .. 8 
L,J•.2 J6tfL. 
100 • .0 lOO.O 
3.3 .. 
30.0 28.9 
L;6. '7 57.9 
16.7 10.6 
3.~ 2.6 
100.0 100.0 
Cow.m.eroial 
qt 
- - yP 
65.9 
29.6 
... 
. ..iu..i. 
100.0 
31.-8 
38.7 
2,.0 
_4,5 
100.0 
34.l 
43.2 
18.2 
..At2.. 
100.0 
1}5.4 
ll.4 
tfia.J.2 
100.0 
2 • .3 
31; .. l 
4.3.2 
18 .. l 
2,J 
100.0 
__ . ____ ,_,, _______________________ ..,._ _____________ ~-------~--~---
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The ove:r-all indication of Table XII is that amount of marbling is the 
on:I.y physical characte:l'.'istio of those tested that diff'ered to any degree 
between grade classes. 
lleJ;ationship Between income Level and Preferred Grag'i• Before leaving 
the store su...i-vey it may be appropriate to obtain the relationships between 
grade selection and ineome level;:·and inoome level versus prioe increases 0£ 
selected grade. Table XIII presents the results ot income level versus 
grade selection. 
TABLE nn 
PERCEifl'AGE DISTRIBUTION OF AfJNUAL INCOl1!E LEVEL BY GRADE 
SELECTIONS IM STI.LLVlA'ZER STORE SURVEI 
No. of Prime Choice Good Comm •. 
Income Leye=t,. 
,. .. 
Rasps. il %. ~ 1g 
:Below 2 000 , 19 10.5 21.l 26 • .3 42.1 
2.,000-- 4,000 49 18.4 20.4 20.4 ,40.8 
4,000- 6;000. 42 19.0 26 • .3 35.7 19.0 
6,000- s,ooo 17 23.5 23.5 29.5 23.5 
s,.000-10 ,ooo lO 50.0 
-
30.0 20.0 
OV'er 10.000 2 .. ;o.o ;o.o 
Tote.l . 
Ji 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100 .. 0 
100.0 
100.0 
Of those r~spondents reporti.ng·annual ineome of two.thousand dollars: 
· or below, 10 .5 percent selected Prime, 21.l percent selected Choice,. · 26 .:; 
percent chose Good and 42.l pereent selected Commercial. Pereentages were 
similar in the two to tour thousand · dollar .income bracket. Grade selections 
in the .four to aix and six to ei~ht thousand dollar income braekets were 
split fairly equal among all the grades.·· 
It is very dif'fic.u.lt to detect a possible relationship between income 
and g.rade selection because of the small number 0£ respondents in each in~ 
COD'.IB bracket, espeeially the last two. 
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lationship that j_s meaningful ia that of income level and willingness to 
stay vd:th a selectio.n through price increases. Table XIV is presented for 
this p1.1rpose • 
FEl:1CEiqTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RJT.SPOMDElll'I'S BY INC0¥00 LEVELS S;fll.YillG VJITH 
SE.LEG'I'ED @lillES THROUGH SUCCESSIVE PRICE INCREll.SES IN 
STILLWATER STORE .SUR'!EY 
!)io. . --.;14, +281 +42"t I11come of' 
RE!,S,,Rondents _z, 
-
~ % 111.!i __ ,...,.. 
Belot'tl 2,000 19 42 .. 1 15.8 5.J 
2,000• 4,000 4,9 16 .. J 2.0 
-4;;000- 6,,000 42 ll.9 2.4 
6,000- 8,000 10 1'7.6 5.9 5.9 
8,000-10~000 2 50.0 50.0 
-
.Of those respondents reporting Ei.nnua.l income of two thousand dollars 
o:r J.esl'li 42 .1 perc,1nt stayed wi·th their selected grad.es as the price of their 
preferred grade increased l4 cents (prices o:f other grades remained constant). 
S.imilru:•J.y, only lo.3 ps:reent of those in the income bracket of two to four 
thousand stayed with the J4. cent increase,. 
Table IV indicates a :reverse relationship to what would be expected .• 
An explanation may be that respondents were not making actual.purchases and 
such l:n:im<t1n characteristics as pride could very easily enter into this type 
of question. 
Oklahoma City Experiment 
Pt·ocedure.. E.1!:perienae gained in the Stillwater study provided the 
basis for controlled ei'Per:i.ments conducted in .five large super-markets of 
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another chain. Jfour wo1°e located a:i; Oklahoma City and the other at Sh.awn,ee .• 
1fihese e:xpe:riments were simila.r in many respectf:l ~i;o that conducted in· Still ... 
wa:ter., but we1·e qui·te different in others. Since the procec1we io:r the 
S·t:tllwa:t;e:e experiment has been p:reser1ted in some detail, perhaps these 
l,atter experiments can be best presented by pointing out major differences. 
Consumet· stu>veys were taken in oonju.nction with the S·t.illwater e:xperi• 
ment,, whereas these experiments wei·e :restricted to sales data. The Stillwater 
experiment was conducted 1dth raatuxe beef only.~ These o:ll..-periments 1;11ere eon""' 
ducted v1ith both mature a11d. calf beef, the specific grades being Choice 
mature, and Good and Commercial ealf. It will be recalled that pack.ages were 
not labeled as to grade at Stillwater, whereas in the Oklahoma City stores, 
packages of T•Bone steak were clearly labeled as to grade. ffowever;. the 
S.hawnee eJq:>e:riment di.ff'e:red from the Oklahoma City study in that packages 
v:ere not labeled as to grade·. 
Pricing schemes used in the Oklahoma City and the Shawnee studies not 
on;ly dif'i'e:red. from that employed at Stillwater, but also differed between 
aaoh oth.e:r. ,1anagement had been stressing grade labels and felt that pricing 
Choice mature below calf grades or Good calf below Gommereial calf would be 
harmful to customer-store relationship. Therefore, the pricing scheme used 
in the Oklahoma Oity stores was placed under this :restriction. However, since 
the Shawnee expex'iment v1as to be conducted wi thcut grade labels, management 
agreed to a more flexible pricing sohem.G in that one store.9 
Another imporlru1t difference is that of the treatmen:t period. Due to 
short supplies that were encountered in the Stillwater experiment it was 
decided to ru.n ea.oh pr:i.oing treatment one day only. Fridays and Saturdays 
were selected because of the:i.r being large volume days; a.nd it was also .felt 
that week ... enci sp.oppe:rs constitute a .fairly homogeneou.s, population. 
9rricing schemes thi:'d; v1ere used will be presented later. 
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Ten treatments were involved in these latter studies and it v~as hoped 
B:rnieve:r, cluring some week~ends" test stores advertised T-bone steak in orde:r 
to meet compet,i tion and :tt was not possible to conduct the experiments on 
t,hose week .. ands. Hence, the study ran f'rora August 17 th.rout~ October l:3; 
1956. 
Store management was concerned about the possibil:iJ,y of slow sales 
d:urin.g those days in which higher prices were to be in effect and in order 
to minimize this possibility high and lm1 pricing t1•ea-tments were paired to• 
gether i.n each week-end" Management; also included a. safet'-.r factor by :request-
large supplies under experimental prices,. This restriction was most unde-
.sire.ble from the investigator ts poix1t of view, however in order to retain 
observe:t.ions~ meat ni.arkat managers were requested to take a reading of the 
i;la,y•s CUf.ltomer eo'!lllt and gf'oss sales a:'G the time of rett'!l'll to .normal pricing~ 
Since ,sales were to be analyzed as pounds par 1000 cu::rtomers, such ru1 arrange• 
mer:d; appeared to be the best available alternative.10 There was also a pos ... 
sihil;lty that sup1)1ies would be axr.iausted before the end of' the day's opera-
tiona, therefore, meat market managers were :requested to take readings at 
the time of sell out of arr::r grade. 
AJ.l steaks used in these studies were supplied by test stores., who ob ... 
tui:ned 'them through regular channels. Just as in the Stillwater study, 
those responsible wa:re oau.tioned to maintain physical. controls sueh a.s grade 
di!'fe1:·enoes, bone cotrl;;ent, e·to._ Cthor administrative procedures were s:bn:ilar 
to those taken at Stillwater and will not be re•disoussed here. 
lOThis arrangement uas made with real:tzation that evening shoppe:rs may 
constitute a different population than morning and mid-day shoppers; but this 
:risk had to be taken if observations were to be usable. 
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Sinoa the Oklahoma City stuo.y involved labeling, and a diffsrant pricing 
scheme than that used in Shawnee, results 17ill be analyzed separately. · The 
:re:inain,der of thls section will be devoted to the Oklahoma City phase, and 
the Shawnee phase will be presented in the next section. 
~c1ri.it,,$£h!!P,,P.;. The pricing schema employed in the Oklahoma City si;ores 
i~ p:rese.nted in Table X!J. 
?RICING TREATtIENTS D.IPLOUD IN OKLiUIOMA CITY STUD! 
~ .. Price 12er 12ound 
Treatment ,Choice. Good Commercial Average 
,.._ :mature 
--
qall' 
-. " 
calf' ?rioe 
l $ .99 @ .99 /!. .99 ,1,, .990 ... ~ iil 
2 1.05 .89 .75 .897 
3 1 .. 19 1.05 .89 1.04.3 
4 .• ·89 .75 .59 •. 743 
; 1.0; .89 .89 .94.3 
6 J..05 .6'9 .59 .843 
7 1.05 1.05 .75 .9;0 
8 1.05 .75 .75 .850 
9 1.05 .59 .59 /143 
10 .99 .99 .99 .990 
This pricing scheme is similar to that used at Stillwater in that f.n..,. 
formation on one grade was sae~i.tieed i:n order to gain information on the 
o·'uher two. ln this case it wa.s desired to gain information on the calf 
grades, ther~ore, Choice mat'I.J:r'e was held at $l.05 per pound in all Treat-
ment~ except 11 .3, 4 and. 5. 
1£9d,els. There are m.aey different models that eould be postulated for 
the relationship existing between 'f ... Ji3one. sales and associated variables. 
Possible models differ not only to the kind and number of :independent variables, 
but also to type of mathematical .form. ln choos:tng models to be tested by 
•• l );;;. 
empirical data gene:re.ted in the Oklahoma City stores, it would have been 
desirable to include many :tndepende:nt ,;,rarlahles. However, sines this study 
was limited in personnel aud :resources, only those variables that were con• 
sider-ed to be "the most impo:rtant were .measured. 
One of the s:lmplest models that could be postluated utilizes the Un.ear 
f'.o:rm with a single variable. Such a model is Model 4.2 which depicts the 
disappea:rrmee of a given grade of T-Bone as a func~:i.on of ii:,s own price •. 
y = bx + e Model 4 .2 
Where y = disappearance of a given grade in pounds per 1000 mistomers 
x = p1~i·oe o:r' the given grade 
e = random error 
This model ean be used to obtain an approx:i.mation of demand for a 
chosen grade if the prices of the other two grades are held constant as the 
grade under consideration is varied in price/1 The results obtained from 
Treatments 2, 5 and 6 can be used to approximate demand for Commeroial calf, 
si.nce dm~ing these treatments Choice ma:Gure was held. constant at ~~l .05 and 
Good calf' was held constant at 89 cents while the price of Commercial calf 
was varied from 59 to 89 cents. Sirailarly., data generated tiy Treatments2, 
7 and 8 ean be used to esti:ma:te the demand for Good. eal.t' s:i.nce C'noice matU.Te 
was held irt {U.,05 and Gomraercial calf held at 75 cent,s while the price of' 
Good calf' was varied from 75 to 89 cents. 
~:'he demand for {,'hoice m11ri.ure cannot be ei.,timated from lfodel 4 .2 since 
its priee changes are not associa:ted with constant prices for Good and 
1
~ast,es and pz,efere:nees~ prices of other goods (other than competing 
gTades ,of T•Bone) h1comes, eto .. a.re assumed to remain fairly stable dur:lng 
the short time period of eXf)er·imentation. 
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Model J;.2 ean also be employed to obtain an approximat:lon of demand for. 
any two or all three grades as a sin:gle p:roduct rath$!' t,han individual grades. 
y wouJJi represent diso.ppea:rance . of two or all three grad.es and x 1'ffluld re-
p:resent di:f'terent levels of prlces; that is, the prices of· the grades under 
eons-ideration would be increased o:r dec:reasec1 by the sai11.e amount. 
freatments 21 3 and 4 can be used to measure the demand of T-Bone steak 
as a single p:roduet rather than for individual grades., In Treatment 2 all 
grades were l4 cents higher than in Treatment 41. similarly all grades were 
12 14 cents higher in Treatment 3 than in Treatment 2. 
Model. 4~2 can also be used to estimate the demand fo:r calf grades as 
one product •. In Treatment 5, 8 and 9, Good and Commercial calf were both 
pric:ed the .same, Choice mature was held constant at $1.05 and the price ot 
calf grades varied from 59 cents to 89 cents. Hence, the demand for oalt 
grades oan be approximated from the results ot these treatments. 
The disappearance of a given grade ma,y be associated with prices of 
other grades as vtell as its own price, Uodel 4.3 postulates such a :relation• 
ship. 
·lfVb.ere y ij ;:: disappearance of a given grade in pounds per 1000 customers 
x1 :;. priqe of the given grade in cents per pound 
Js:j = price of a competing grade.in cents per. pound 
e = random erro:r 
12zt will be noticed that .Choice mature and Commercial calf' were act ... 
ual]T 16 cents rather than.14 cents higher in Treatment 2 than in Treatment 
4, which is 2 cents over what was planned, but this 2 cents ditf"erenoe does 
not invalidate the principle of Model (4.2). 
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.2,. 5, G, 7, 8, ond 9 the price of Choice matura is held 
(Jonstant, the:re:r.'o:re thos,:e trea1,me1yl.;s can b2 omployed in Ifodel 4 .3 -r1hen ob-
·t;aiui.ng disappearance figu1'1e.18 for Gc,od a11d Cow.l'!l.ercial calf 3,Tades. If y ij 
rep· resents disarmeerra:nce of (kiod cm.lf' "'1.,he11 x, is the 1:Jr~lc0 or (}cod ealf and 
- - 1 ,: 
xj is th8 price o:f' Corm:ne:rci&.1 cal£. 
appea:ranci::i of Commercial oa.lf' then x. 
::t. 
is the pr.ice of Commercial calf and 
Result;s· of Oklahoma. Cit;£; ]gR~l'im0r.;j:;. The results of the Oklahoma Ci:hy 
experiment are first p:cesented on. a percentage basis in Table XVI and then 
as pounds per 1000 customers in Table XVII. 
In Table XV! sales of T-Bone of the three grades are listed as percent-
ages of total se,les for individual stores and also £or all stores combi:nBd. 
For example, during Treatment l Choice mature accounted for 46.50 percent 
of T-Bo:ne sales in Store 1; whereas, it accounted for 43 .67 percent. of' the 
all stores total. 
The same inf o:rmation that is presented in Table -;;m is listed as pounds 
per 1000 c,;1,stome:rs in Table MI. 
In 'l'able XlrII, Sto:rG l sold 14.664 pounds pe:r 1000 customers of Choice 
mature during Treatmen·h l; whereas, 9. 778 pounds per 1000 customers were 
sold when all stores were aggregated. All store totals were computed by 
summing original pounds and customer count across all stores and then di ... 
viding total pounds by t.otal customer count. In this manner all four stores 
are treated as one. 
ti:; ts not to be implied that all st.ores form a homogenous group, which 
in fa.ct t,hey do not, but since most cha.i.n organizations follow the practice 
of. ma:tntaini.ng identical prices :ln all their stares in a given city or 
vicinity-:;: it :ls felt that "all storesn analysis has more meaning than indi .. 
vidual store analysis... Therefore.,. the following analysis is restricted to 
"all stores" data. 
if.fi.Ci:ii,l'i~. 1!S'.ffJ..D(;f1~1 r.fi!" '.i:-BC,il!A 01!.LE.i;, B.i CiltJ.ii..S .u.iiO 'ih~-
lIB!fTS lJI {)KtAfIOiJA CITY STHDY 
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.l.i.r:@lid@1&e4t !Whlli!+ !Iii.Tl_•-~~,;'"~~ rtz....,.mi..,., 1 1 !.MIIQ. •e.-as;(W.- ._. M ...,, 
2iT9@'i.WiPt la. , 
c~.-Zl;i.os 
u.c.-i~ .. $9 
c.o •. ""',; .75 
Trest.m0nt Uo, 4 
ktJapmant @; ~· 
Qi,.ieEi i,iatu:t'c Gooi.i Gali Cvwn. (.;alt Total 
Store it.:o., 2 
store Wo., 3 
Store .i:{o •. 4 
All Stores 
Store no,. 1. 
s·t-ore .tlo. 2 
Store Mo.:; 
Stor,~ .l~o. 4 
All Stores 
Store Ho., 2 
E,to:re No.. ; 
Store l.=o. 4 
All Stores 
Store Iio. l 
store lo,. 2 
StOl"e lfo.. 3 
Store l~o. I+ 
Store n.o .. J. 
Store l~ .. 2 
Store': l:to. 3 
Store No. 4 
All Stores 
All Stores 
46.,,0 
4.3.69 
55.15 
27.44 
43 .. ill 
u.:20 
.U.lO 
21.05 
5.S4 
l,3.,.9J 
1g.60 
u .. 66 
27 .• 00 
?.OB 
13.30 
12.:79 
10.2.5 
2,.,36 
Z"/.2? 
18.9~ 
9.04 
21.31 
20.21 
ll •. 36 
U • .32 
o .• e2 
9.1$ 
42.13 
17.93 
15..4'7 
59.37 
37.00 
29.91 
54.19 
30 . 38 
22.7.3 
36.40 
44 • .31 
47.08 
37.,5:3 
21.23 
32 .. 99 
64.10 
10.25 
;.lc..,43 
.liL.55 
31.05 
25.00 
17.9'7 
.3.3.86 
ll .. .37 100 
38.38 100 
28.78 100 
lJ.l9 lDO 
19 ... 33 
;6.89 
34 .. 71 
4s .. ,1 
7l.43 
49.67 
Y!PJ 
41.26 
.35.47 
71..69, 
53.71 
23.ll 
79 .. 50 
60.71 
46.47 
.3;.24 
30.'76 
52.68 
43...).3, 
47.09 
'57 •. 63 
74.16 
72.85 
57.58 
JJJO 
100 
100 
100 
100 
lCO 
100 
100 
100 
lCO 
100 
lOO 
l.00 
lOO 
1.00 
100 
100 
100 
100 
lOO 
100 
J.00 
100 
lOO 
JOO 
'?ABLI: JWI ( Oo11tinu.ed.) 
--------~,~~:a.--,,:~---~ ... -~ Choice llila:hure Good Calf Comm. Calf 
---·---1~--·~-... ~j~-----(1,' 2..-Treatment 1!9.L.1 
c.1~1.-~~1 .. 05 
c- .. c .... f1.05 
o.c,: ... $ .75 
,!Teatmept. Nos,,§ 
c.ra.-1)1.05 
G .• (t.-~~, .7"5 
o.c ... ~~ .75 
I.:eatment No,.~ 
C,M .... ~)l.05 
G.O.-f .• 59 
c.c .... ~;i .. 59 
Stm:'e Ho. 1 
Store Uo. 2 
St.o:re Ho. 3 
Store Ne>. 4 
All Stores 
Store No. l 
S'tore lifo • 2 
Store lfo. 3 
Store life. 4 
All Stores 
Store No. l 
Store No. 2 
Store No. 3 
Store No. 4 
All Stores 
.~eatment tt;,.;.,JQ 
Store I:Jo. l 
G,lYI, ... $ .99 Store No,. 2 
G-.c ... ~:~ • 99 Store No • 3 
c .• c .• ,-tt> .99 Store No. 4 
All Stores 
19.42 31.58 4,9.00 
J0.78 39 .. .32 29.90 
f~.13 )2.£\2 59.05 
15.8.3 30.96 53.21 
18.50 JJ.45 48.05 
12.33 53.98 3.3.69 
Jl.08 66.69 22 .. 23 
j') ".,' ~ ........ ,..,.o 39.95 47.'69 
14 .6:3 4:5.45 39.92 
12 • .09 54.95 32.96 
ll.75 50.37 37.88 
10.66 59.78 29.56 
10.50 44.03 45./+7 
ll .. 78 41 • .32 46,.90 
11.31 50.42 :38.27 
2~ ... 42 1+3.48 32.10 
27.77 58.89 13 • .34 
13.53 31.58 54 .. 89 
J5.88 5.3.82 10 • .30 
24.92 47.23 27.85 
Total 
,ff 
'(t; 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
lOO 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
TABLE XVII 
POUNDS Pll'ai 1000 CUSTOiriERS BY TREATMENTS AND GllADES 
Ill OKLAHOMA CITY STUDl 
Choice · rna.tw?e Goo§ Calf J!:2mma. Calf 
Tteatment Noa 1 
Store No. l 14.664 13.288 3.5g6 
C.M.-~ • 99 Store No • 2 7.416 3.0Li4 6.,516 
a_c_ .... $ 
.. 99 Store 1~·0 • 3 l8.l4l 5;03.3 9.36.3 
e.c.-t~ • 99 Store No • 4 3.725 8.,059 1.791 
All Stores* 9 .• 778 s.~s4 4 .• 329 
~eat~n.t· l\To 1 2 
.Store No. l 9,,937 20 .. 237 39.825 
0-.iiI ..... ~~l.05 Store Ifo. 2 , .. 607 27.386 17.540 
G ... c.-~ .89 Store lfo• 3 l3.8S9 20.040 32,.044 
c.c ..... J -.75 Store No. 4** l.J32 4.401 13.833 
All Stores s.110 21.18.3 28.908 
~eat~s:1£. l'.l2....l 
,. Stora No. l 5.732 13.653 ll.430 · 
c.w .• -(i1.19 Store No. 2 J.925 15.;856 13.89.3 
G.C.•$1.05 Stora No., 3·:t-:t l.3.Sll 19.195 18.141 
o.c.-$ .89 Store No. 4 l.377 4.131 13.949 
All st.ores 4.653 11 .• 913 13.530 
Treatmmt lfoa I. 
,, Store Ho .. l 7 •. 0.35 17.445 28.404 
c.M •. -t5 .89 Store No. 2 5.721 28.674 10 • .3.39 G.c .• -(t .• 15 Store No. 3-K* 2.266 2.266 17.582 
a.c.,..i • .59 Store No. 4** 1.0:50 13.393 22 • .321 
All Stores 4.928 J.'7.6.34 21.223 
Treatment No 1 2 
Store No. l 16 .. 254 22.342 21.003 
c,.m.-$1.05 Stora No. 2 6.813 18.032 l.l.037 
G.C."·$ .• 89 Store No~ 3 4.'d77 20.644 28 .. 409 
c •. o.~-$ .s9. Store No •. 4 3.597 5.969 7.-31.3 
All Stores 8.556 16.882 16 .• 902 
Tre1tm;n:tl lio 1 6 
St.ore No-. l 7.S22 28.613 32.435 
C..I!Jl., ... $1:.05 Store lfo. 2 3.26.3 8.950 16.614 G.a .... $ -.89 Store No. 3 0.286 8.745 25.949 
o.a .... i .59 Store No. 4 3.501 6.855 27.786 
All Stores 3.9$4 15.752 26 .. 790 
59 
Tota;t 
22 • .391 
58.201 
30 .. 096 
43.785 
42.340 · 
L>6.526 
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?ABLE X,JII (Continued} 
Treatment No. 7 
~~,,,~ ..~-
Store No. l 9 .. 731 15.821 24.548 
c.~1.,,,f:..05 Store No. 2 9.J.86 11.735 8 • .923 
a. c.; ... ~$1.05 St.ore No. 3 3.86.3 15.601 28.071 
c~c.-i~ .75 St.ore No. I,~ 2.669 5.221 8.973 
All Stores 6.706 12.124 l'7.,Li18 
Tre~j;mer,.:t eJ'i!!t"..11 
Store No. l 7 .. 841 34.32.3 21.424 
C.M.-$1.05 Store No. 2 5.065 30.485 10.162 
G.C.-i$ /75 $tore No. 3 3.929 12.698 15.159 
c.c.-$ .?5 Store No. 4 2.'756 8.567 7.524 
ill Stores 5.522 25.093 15.052 45.667 
Treatment No 1,J2 
·-
F 
Store No. l 10.2?8 L.L..057 .33.l.39 
o,.r,1.-~?i1.05 Store No. 2 6.611 37.070 l8.J32 
G.c .... $; .59 Store Nu. .... 4.)79 J.8.362 18.959 :> 
c.c ... f~ .59 Store No. 4 4 •. 36.3 15.309 17.376 
All Stores 6.?18 ·29.95'7 22.740 59.415 
1r~at1+1ent _No. 10 
Store No., l 8,.718 l5.522 11.460 
c.w.-;£; .99 Store No. 2 13.556 28.756 6.514 
a.c .. -t; • 99 Store Ho • 3 2.091 4.879 3.4S0 
c.c •. -$ .99 Store i:fo. 4 4.024 6.0.36 1.156 
All Stores 6.827 12.939 7 .• 628 27.394 
~-
-
*All store totals were computed by summing o:rigina.J. pounds across all 
stores and dividing by all stores ous·tomor cou.rrt;. 
·,rn.CUstaner cow:rt was not available,; hence fig'Ul"es are based on customer 
001.mt estimated from regression analysis. 
Test of l\llodels and IJypotheses with Results :from 
Oklahoma City Experiment 
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The empirical data used in testing postulated models consists of the 
ttall storesn figures as they are given in Table :inru, and exception being 
those data obtained from Treatment 2,. In reference to Table XVII, the 
reader r1ill notice that disappearance figures f'or Treatment 2 appear to 
be ext,remely high in relation to all other treatments, other than Treatment 
9 • The large disappF.,arance figures :tn Treat,meni:, 9 c1=tn logicall,y be account• 
ed £or by the fact that both calf i:;rades were at their lowest experimental 
price, 59 cents, bu}; the se:me logic cannot be applied to 'Ireatment 2 where 
Good calf was priced at 89 cents and Cornmeroial oa.J.f' at 75 cents. Ex-
planations such as pay- periods, gross sales per customer, etc. rJere examined, 
but the only one that appeared to be of value was the possibility of adver• 
tising effects. 
As has bPen previously pointed out~ in'!:;e:rru:ptions were made in the ex• 
perim.ental period due i,o test stol'GS advertis:i.ng T-£<1ne steaks on given 
\7eek•ends. '!'-Bones 1c1Gra advertised on the week ... encl fe.lling between Treatments 
2 ru1d :3, and two week-ends 'between Treatments 8 and 9. 'l'reatments :3 through 
8 were conducted without advertising breaks. 
\ 
~11 · examination of Treatment results on the basis of prices and adver-
t~h;ing periods ini!icates that advertising tends to deflate -the i'ollowing 
week-end disappearance figures.. However., results obtained in Treatment 2 
appears to be the onl;,, da:ta. t~t is completely inconsisten·t; with all other 
;1:•esults. Hot all equations that are to be tested require Treatment 21 hence, 
'.I'rea·bmen-t 2 will ba oirdtted fron1 those equations in which its re:;:ults are 
not essen:l;ial, but in those equa'\jions in which it, is necGssary to use Treat-
ment 2, its reoults will enter the 0J:1al.ys:ts as estimated values rather than 
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those given in Table XVII. Phe adjustment in each casa will be based on 
regression analysis that contains observations from Treatments 3 thl'ough 
S since these treatments v1e1°e not interuptcd by advertising breaks .13 
grades as a single product can be approXimated b'IJ either Equation 4; .. J or 
4 .4. Bo·th equatio11s involve Model 4.2 :1.n which y is the disappearance of 
all grades per 1000 ci1stomers end :'i~ is the average price of all grades; 
but these equations dif'f er in that :mquation /, .3 includes clata obtained in 
Treatme11ts 3 through 9; 1:1hereas, Equation 4 .• 4 incliides only the three level 
Treatments 21 3 and 4.. As a matter oi<i arbitrary selection. f;quation 4 • .3 ia 
presented first .. 
( .193) 
(4.059) 
In this equation and others that follm, 1 the standard error of a eoef• 
f'ieient a-ppears cU1·ectJ.y below i11 the fi.rst set of parenthesis, and the 
t-value appears in .JGh0 lowe:r set. The symbol (~:-) will appear with each 
-coefficient that is stiri.;istioally different from zero at the 5 percent level. 
Simila:riy, the symbol (.,H,) will appear when the coei'ficient is significantzy 
different from ze:ro a't the l per(>E:ti.t level. Cor::celat:i.on coeff'icients are 
2 
represented by ·the symbol R · • 
The resu.Us of EqiJ.ation. 4 .. 3 Zsre in ngreem('.n:rt vi:i.th existing t,heory in 
that the price coef'fic:lent is negative., The s::tze of the pr:i.ce coefficient 
13I-t, is :teaJ_ized that o.djuc;·i,;m0crrl;fJ for advGr·tis:1.ng off ,acts can only be 
rough approximations, but nevertheless it appeared to be a better alterna-
tive than. no ad;Justmi:l!n'G. 
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is relativezy lc;,J;ge when compared with its standard error and is statisti ... 
cal]J' different fr.om zero at the l percent level,. 
Price elasticity of' demand, a very important concept to both firm.a and 
polloy makers, will be computed tor all equa:tions. Elasticities will be com• 
puted at the means in each instance. The price elasticity of demand for all 
grades as estimated by Equation 4 .• .3 ia -1.679. At the mean price (88.9 
' ~) E t· 4 " =i • t th J. 1 7 · • . l • m B cen,:;s , •qua 10n .:; p:rec,10 s ,_ aG a ,.".· · percem, increase 1n sa es ;i.n .t.- ones 
(nll STade2J) wlll be associated with a l perce.nt decrease in price. 
Eque.t:Lon t, .4 can also be used in e.pp:rox:tmatine; the derr1m1d for all grades. 
This cqu;J,tiol:1 is b.J.sr~d on data obtained in TreatmG1:rts 2, .3 and 4.14 In these 
·three level ·l:i1'eatme11ts all grades changed by the same absolute amount, that 
is" each grade was J.L:, cents higher in Treatment 2 -'i;han in T:reatm.ent 4~ like ... 
wise,. each g.,:rade was 28 oerrte h.i.ghe:r. in T:r.eertmen·t 3 than in T:reat.ment 4.15 
y = 78.834 ... • ~54:x Equation 4.4 
( .151) 
( ') 00'3') :J. -
The negirtive sig11 of the price coefficien·!; in Equation L:,.4 is expected; 
also ·the r:rtandard ex'ror is s1~nll in relation to the nagni tu.de of the coef•. 
14 An estimated figure of 40. '120 pounds per J.000 custQii1Grs was used in 
treatment, 2, the actual figure being 58.201. EstimaM.on was made from the 
equation y =a+ bx whexe y is the disappearance of all grades per 1000 
customers and x is the average price of' all grades. This eo,11at:i.on is based 
on result;s of those ·l;:reatmants th8t were not interrupted by a.ctve1-.tising, 
t.he Treatm.e.n:ts being !:, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
15 t\s been mentioned EHx,0 1:i.8'.t', store nmnaear::ient chane,xi prices by 
16 cent,s rat;he:c than 14 cent;s fc:;, g:L-..ren. grades in all level tr0a:t.::,wmts, 
but 14 cents is the average change and is more m1:i.form than any othe,r figure. 
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The t-va.lue is not large enough to meet the 5 percent level of pro .. 
bability, but this statistical test may not be too meaningful in this in-
sta.nt since it is based on 011ly one degree of freedom. The ~rge value 0£ 
R2 lends support to the use of Equation 1,.4 as a basis for predicting the 
sales of 'l'•Bone from average price of all grades. The price elasticity of 
demand as given by Equation 4.4 is -1.064, whereas, equation 4.3 gave price 
elasticity as -1.679'. 
The three level treatments used in Equation 4.4 may also be employed 
:l.n testing the hypothesis that consumers will shift to higher grades as the 
price level inoreases. Table XVIII presents the percentage shift between 
grades in.the three level treatments. 
TABLE XVIII 
PERCENTAGE SHIFTS BETViEEN GRADES AS THE PRICES OF ALL GRADES CHANGED 
BY THE SAWlE ABSOLUTE AMOUNT IN OKLAH01V11l CITY STUDY 
,:"reatment Iio. · a, 
C.M.-$ .89 
G.C.~~P .75 
c.c.-$ .59 
Treatment No. 2 
C.M.-ftl.05 
G.C.-~, .• 89 
c.c.-~~ .75 
j;i;·eatment No, .,2 
C.,tll.-~f,l .19 
G.C ... {)l.05 
c.c.-~f .89 
Choice 
Mature 
% 
All Stores 11.25 
All Stores 13.93 
All Stores 
Good Commercial Total 
Calf Calf' 
.% % 
. -· -~ 
40.28 48.47 100 
36.40 49.67 100 
.39.58 100 
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The results of table XVI!I indicate very little shifting betvveen grades 
during level treatments and thus a stability of choices on a relative 
basis. 
Comparison of Equations £i.3 and 4.~. Equations 4.3 and 4.4 are both 
approximations of demand for all grades and as such should be compared. 
The price coefficients of both equations are negative, hut the magnitude of 
the price coefficient in 4 .3 is approY.ima.tely twice as large as the.t in 4 .4. 
The coefficient in 4.4 is not statistically significant from zero at the 5 
percent level, which may not be meaningful since 4.4 is based. on only three 
points; whereas, 4.,.3 is signi.fican-t a.t the l percent level. The R2 value 
of L,.:3 is .733; whereas, R2 of 4.~. is .900. In view of these criteria it 
·if:ould be dif'ficult to choose one over the other, but 4 .• 3 may receive addi• 
tional support in that it is based on more observations than in 4.4. 
Perhaps the demand of all grades as one product is not very meaningful 
when based on results of this study since the disappearance of Choice mature 
is relatively J.e3ss than either of the calf' grades in all Trea:tments except l 
and 10. Hence, it may be well to estimate demand for calf grades as in• 
dividual produc·ts. 
Demand :t.'or Good Calf• The estimation of the parameters of l\iiodel 4 .2 
il(1here y is the disappearance of Good calf in pounds per 1000 customers and x 
the price of Good ca.lf is presen-ted in Equation 4.5. Data used in this 
equation were generated by Treatments 2, 7 and s.16 In these treatments 
Ch.oice mature was held at ~;1.05 per pound and Commercial calf was held con ... 
stant at 75 cents per pound. 
16 Data in treatment 2 is estimated from the equation y =a+ bx where 
y is clisappearance of Good calf and x is the price of Good calf'. This 
equation is based on those treatments that were not interrupted by adver-
tising breaks. 
y = 56.560 - .429x 
(.079) 
{5.446) 
R2 = . 06r7  ,, .
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Equation 4.; 
The results of Equation 4.5 gives the price coefficient a negative sign. 
The standard error of the regression coefficient is relatively small when com• 
pared to its magnitude, The t-value is not significant at the .05 level,. but 
again this test was based on only one degree 0£ freedom. In view of the large 
value of R2, and small standard error associated -with the estimated price oo-
efi'icient,. Equation 4 • .5 appears to be a f'd.rly accurate method for predicting 
the sales of Good calf from its own price.. The estimated price elasticity of 
demand. at the mean vJas -2 .130. 
JQ.sa1mearanae of Good Calf' as Associated with the Price of Good Calf 
and the Price of Commercial Calf. The disappearance of Good calf' is probabJ.1 
associated w.ith the price of Commercial calf, a logical substitute, as well 
as its own price. An estimation of the parameters of Model 1).3 where yij is 
the disappearance of Good calf in pounds per 1000 customers, x1 is the price 
of Good calf, and xj is the price of Co:mmercial calf is given in Equation 
4.6. Data used in this equation were generated by Treatments 5, 6, 7, 8 
and 91 in which Choice mature was held constant at $1.05 per pound. 
Y'ij = 52.756 ..... 429xi** + .Oli:lxj' 
R2 = .967 
F = 28.88* 
( .061} ( .083) 
(7.057) (.508) 
Equation 1,,.6 
The sig~s of price coef.tici.ents of both Good and Commercial calf grades 
are what ma;y be expected; however, the magnitude of the coefficient associated 
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with Commercial calf is only .042; whereas., that associated with Good cal£ 
is ~429. 
Since five observations ware used in estimating Equati.on 4 .6 the t-value 
probably has ruo1·e meaning than in those equations based on threa observations. 
If this is true then the-price coefficient of Commercial calf is not signi• 
i'icantly different fro:m zero. Hence., it. appears that within the price range 
tested, the price of Commercial oal..t' has little effect on the sales of Good 
call'. The cross elas.ticity of demand at the mean quantity of Good calf dis ... 
appearance and the mean price of Commercial calf' was co!llpU'ted as .l5l. 
Dem<!n.d fox• Comme1·c~ai Ca~. The demand for Commercial calf can be 
approximated from results obta:tned in •treatments 2, 5 and 6.17 In these 
treatments :Choice mature was held constant at $1.05 per pound and Good calf 
was held constant at 89 cents. 
The estimation of Model 4.2 where y is the disappearance of Commercial 
calf per 1000 pounds and x is the price of Commercial oalf is given in Equa-
tion 4.7. 
y = 45.636 - .334x 
(.lOJ) 
(3.231) 
2 
R = .9l.3 
Equation 4.7 
Equation 4.7 is consistent with theory in that the priee coefficient 
is negative; however the standard error the ooaff'ioient is fairly large 
relative to the magnitude of the coe.f'f'ioient and the t-value is not-
17nata in Treatment 2 is estimated from tho equation y =a+ bx where 
y is the disappearance of Commercial .oalf in pounds par 1000 customers and 
x is the price of Commercial calf. This equation is based on those treat-
ments that were not interrupted by advertising breaks. · 
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statitrtically significant at as much as the .,05 level. Elasticity of' price 
demand was computed as •l.190. In view of this evidence, estimation of ·the 
disappearance of Goum1.ercial calf' from its own price would probably :tnvolve 
a sizable am.cunt of ar:ror. 
Siitoe Good ealf is a logical substitute for Comrleraial calf it may bs 
well to associate .. ,he sales of Commercial calf with the prices of both call' 
grades~ 
Disapnee.ran_ca of_ 0o!ll!!'leroigl Calf' as Assoei~ted with. the l1J:ioa of Com-
:merciaJ. Ca.JI and Price 9f . Good Calf. ~.'he estiraa"Gion of Med.el 4 • .3 in which 
Y .• is the d.iaappea.r8.noe of Commercial calf' in pounds pe:r 1000 customers, 
~ . 
Xj_ is the·pr::i.oe of Co:mmeroial eGilt', and xj is the price of Good calf, is 
given in Equation t,..S. The data used in this equation were generated by 
Treatments 5., 6, 7, 8 and 9; in which Choice mature was held constant at 
$1.05 per pound. 
Yij = 39.520 - .346xi + 
(.166) 
(2.088) 
2 R = .,696 
F = 2.306 
.059xj 
( .• l2l) 
(.487) 
Equation 4 .S 
The signs of price coefficients of both Good and r,on1.mercial calf 
grades agree '!ivi th theory in that a .decrease in sales of Commercial oalf' is 
associated with an inc~~ in the price of Commeroial calf; whereas, an 
increase in sales of Commercial calf is associated with a price increase 
of Good calf, However, even though the signs of both price coefficients 
agree with expectations, the magnitude of the coefficient of either grade 
is not statistically different from zero., Cross elasticity of demand from 
Equation 4 .8 was computed as .249 •. 
penan§ for Qalf' .fl~. The demand for calf g:r.e.des as a single product 
can be approximated in the same manner as was the demand for indiv:i.dual calf 
grades. The data that a.:r.e used in this instance were obtained from Treat-
ments 5, 8 and 9. In these treatments Choice ma:ture v1a.s held constant at 
$1.05 par pound and the price of calf grades (price of Good calf= price of 
Commercial calf) was varied from 59 through 89 cents. 
'lhe estimation of the parameters of Model. 4.2 where y is the disap• 
peai·ance of calf' grades in pounds per 1000 customers and x 5.s the pries of. 
calf grades is given in Equation 4.9. 
y = 89.339 - .6J4x 
(.0951 
(6.682) 
2 R = .978 
Equation 4,.9 
lhe results of Equation 4~9 gives a negative price coefficient which 
is large in comparison. with ita standard error. The price coefficient is 
not statistical];; different .from zero at as much a.s th.a 5 percent level, 
but in view of the one degree of freed.om that ·(ihe t-value is ba.sed on, this 
statist,ical test may not have much meaning in this instance. The large R2 
value lends support to equation 4.9 as a means of' predicting the disappear• 
ance of calf grades from its price.. 'I'he price elasticity of demand using 
the means of each variable is estimated to be •0.634. 
11:rea~Gments 5,. 8 and 9 can also be used to measure basie preferences 
for C'!'Ood and Commercial calf grades since price was not a factor (price of 
Good e.s.lf = price of Commercial calf) in these treatments. 
Table XIX indicates that purchases of oalf' grades were split approxi-
raa:tely even in Treatments 5 and 9, whereas, in Treatment 8 sales of Good 
calf was al.most twice as great as sales of Commercial calf. 
TABLE XII 
PERCEliT!G"E SHIFTS BETWEEN GOOD iUiiD COifil\flERCIAL CALF GRADES 
ViHEr1 GOOD AND COEMEFWIAL CALF WF.RE PRICED THE SA:UL1 UT 
OKLiUl'.OI,k'i. CITY STUDY 
G.c .... ~$ .59 
c .. c •. -~\ ·-59 
T-:reatment Mo~ 
Treatment No • .,2 
G.c .... ~~ .89 
c.c.~~l~ .s9 
llll Stores 
Good 
Calf 
62.51 
All $·!:;ores 49. 97 
Cornmereial. 
Calf' 
4.3.15 
37 .• L,9 
50.03 
Total 
100 
100 
100 
Another method of estimating demand for calf' grades as a single product 
is to determine the association existing between the disappea:ranee of calf' 
grades and the average price of Good and Commercial calf gTades. The esti-
mation of Model ,4,.2 where y is the sales of calf grades per 1000 customers 
and xis the aver-age price of Good and Commercial calf grades is given in 
Equation 4.10. Data used in this equation were obtained from Treatments 
3 ·through 10 • 
y = 86.224 ..... 640x** 
(.l.36) 
(4 .• 703) 
Equation 4.10 is graphed in Figure 3. 
Equation 4 .. 10 
The results of Equation ,4.10 is co.nsistent with economic i;heo:ry in 
that ·the price ooefficien·I; has a negative sign. The price coef'i'icient is 
$1.0 
Ave. 
Price .9 
of 
calf 
Grades.8 
.50 
71 
20 30 40 50 60 
Pounds per 1000 Customers 
Figure J. Demand for Calf Grades in Oklahoma City 
also s:lgn:tficant at th-1;1 ()tla percGrrt level of' pTobab:1.lity., In view of these 
') 
cri~.;er!rn and the fairly large :R"" value, a:irorage calf pric0 [tppea:rs to be a 
Al:1 aneJ.y,sis of var:i.anoe was nm on the d~:t;a p:resontsd in 'rable XVII. 
~i.'he design employed was that of :random:i.zod blocks :Ln 11hich th,3 grades were 
block~; and the pricing schemes v1e:re treatments. A surrm1a!"IJ of the results 
TilBLl~ ll 
i\.NALYSlS OF VARIANCE Slll\f&IA.RY OF PU:RCliASE13 OF T-BONE STEAK IN 
OKLtlliG11et1 GITY STUDY 
Sou.roe 
Total 
Treatments 
Grades 
Grades and 'i'reatm. 
Error 
Grade means 
D. F. 
107 
9 
2 
18 
71 
s.s. 
10,9,40.97 
1,198.10 
I''; ")·1" 4'0 
,.::.:,\ d ••..
1,95'7.78 
5,171.69 
Q9.2£1_Qf:ll! 
16.02 
Standard error of a gTade mean ,:; 1.288 
Treatment means 
Standard error of a treatment mean= 2.3505 
*Significant at .05 level. 
1:-,4-S:i.gnificent at .Ci). level. 
M.S. 
13.3 .12 
l,306.70 
108.7? 
66.30 
]'obs. 
2.0l* 
19.71** 
1.64 
A multiple range test computed f'or t,vrade means resulted in Choice ma.tu.re 
being significantly different .f:r.o:m Good and Commercial ceJ.f grades at the .05 
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level of probability. .A similar test 1:1a.s run for pricing trea/i:;ments and 
'!'reatments 7, l,.., 81 5, 6,. 2, and 9 were different fron1 Treatments l and 10 
at the .Ol level. 
Shawnee Study 
· ?.r.lsintt Sohem.q. The Shawnee phase was conducted in one store only. 
This e:>q>e1·iment also differed from that ran in Oklahoma City in that pack ... 
ages were not labeled as to grade and a different pricing soherae was em-
ployed. The pricing scheme is presented in Table xn. 
TABLE Ill 
PRICING SCHEME EMPLOYED IN THE SBA.~B STUDY 
Choice Good Co:mmercial Average 
.Treratinent Tuiature Calf Ca.lf' Price 
l $ .. 99 $ .99 $ .99 $ .990 
2 1.09 .59 .59 .757 
3 1.09 .89 .S9 ~957 
4 1.09 .75 .75 .• 863 
5 1.09 .89 .75 .910 
6 1;09 ;75 .89 .910 
7 1.09 ;59 .89 .857 
s 1 .• 09 .89 .59 .857 
9 1.09 .99 .99 1~023 
10 .85 .99 .99 .943 
This pricing scheme is similar to that used in Oklahoma City in that 
inf'orr.!lation on Choice mature was sacrificed in order to increase informa-
tion on the calf grades •. It will be noticed that Good calf' is priced be• 
low Commercial calf in Treatments 6 and 7, and Choice mature is priced be• 
.law both calf grades in Treatment 10. Hence, this prioing scheme is more 
flexible than that used in Oklahoma City. 
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Models to be tested with data generated in the Shawn~e stud;v· are iden-
tical to those tested in the Oklahoma City seotion. I-fonce, f1fodel 4.2 will 
be employ~ when using one independent variable and tfodel li,.3 will be u..sed 
with two independent variables. 
~eaul.1§.. The results of the Shawnee experiment a.re first presented 
on a percentage basis in Table XXII and then as pounds per 1000 customers 
in Table mII •. 
Test of Models and Hypotheses with Results from 
Shawnee Experiment 
~mand for T•Bone Steaks ~§ a $inzle ?rodue-t. The estimation of the 
parameters of Mod.el 4.2 where y is the disappears.nee of all grades per lOOO 
customers and xis the average price per pound .of all grades is given in 
Equation L,.ll. Equat,ion 4.11 is based upon all Treat.men.ts except 6 and 
10.is 
y ~ 58.625 - .374X* 
( .1J;4) 
(2.:597) 
Equation 4.ll 
The relationship between the sales in pounds per 1000 CU$"tome:rs of all 
grades and average price of all grades is consistent with economic theory 
in that the price coefficient is negative., 'l'he standard error of the price 
coefficient does not include positive signs and the t-value is statistically 
different from zero at the .05 level of probability. Price elasticity ot 
demand at the mean price was computed as •l.352. 
l 8Treatmen·I; 6 and lO were not used sinoe customer counts were not 
availabJ.e for those days •. 
- ..... 
:treatment No 1 Ji, 
G.,L!.-$ .99 
G.c.-$ .99 
c.0 ... 1~ .ti9 
_Tre1a.tment Jlq_,~ 
C.JJ! .... ~tl.09 
G.C .. -(~ .,-59 
c.c.-~} .59 
.f.reatment ~ 
c .. M .. G1 .. 09 
G.,,C., ... $ .89 
c.c •. -$ ~89 
.:.rreatment No •-A 
C .11 .. -$1 .. 09 . 
G .. C.-$ .75 
c.c.-$ .75 
lre.&.tment Mo • .... 2 
C.M ... $1.09 
G. Ct.•$ .8'9 
c.c.-$ .75 
· n;eatmant lfo.. 6 
c.1,1 ... $1.09 
G.C .... $ .75 
c.c.-$ .s9 
Treatment Not 7 
C.M.-t:l.09 
G.G.-$ .59 
c .• c.-~ .89 
--Choice Good 
lJature Calf 
% % 
-
2.3.91 -37·.03 
J~ .• 78 34.06 
ll.64 35.32 
27 .. ll 41.82 
14.58 29.82 
20.03 35.53 
18.70 
29.73 23.52 
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GomL1e:roial 'l'otal 
Ga.lf ol ,~ 
,~ 
=-,ra• 
.39.06 100 
lOO 
100 
.31.07 100 
55.60 lOO 
44.1,,4 100 
'100 
100 
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TABLE XXII (Continued) 
Choice Good Commercial Total 
Mature Calf' Cali' 
% $ % % 
Treatment No 1 2 
C.M.-$1.09 
9.32 36.02 54 .66 lOO 
G.C.-$ .99 
c.c.- .99 
l);:eatment No 1 10 14 .19 35 .90 49 .91 100 
C.M. - .85 
G.C.-$ .99 
c.c.- .99 
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TABLE mII 
POmIDS PER 1000 CUSTOMERS PURCHASED IN SluW~'NEE STUDY 
Choice Good Commereial Total 
Mature Calf Calf' 
lbs. lbs, lbs, lbs. 
Treatment . No 1 ·· l 
C.M_,c-$ -.99 
4.480 6.938 7.:321 18.7.39 
G.C.-i .99 
c.c.-$ .99 
l!:ea.tment No.· 2 
c.1: .• -$1.09 
4.441 10.238 15.37S 30.057 
G.C.-$ .59 
C~C .. -$ .59 
:ti:eatment Nos 3 
C,,M ... $1.09 
2.802 8.-505 12.773 24.000 
G,,C.-$ .39 
c.c.-$ .89 
Treatment Mo., fl. 
C.M ... $1.09 
5.806 S.956 6.655 21.417 
G.C.•$ .75 
c.c.-$ .75 
Treatment No 1 · J 4 • .346 8.887 16.574 29.807 
C.M.•$1.09 
G.c.-$ .89 
c.c.-$ .75 
Treatment Mo 1 6* 4.174 7.1;05 9.26.3 20.842 
C .Il.:•$1.09 
G.C.-$ .75 
c.c ..... $ .89 
Treatment No 1 
c •. m.-$1 • .09 
7 5 • .3.33 16.097 7.0S8 29.518 
G.C,,-$ .59 
c.c.-$ .89 
Treatment No1 
C.M .... $Jl.09 
8 7,,865 6.224 12.368 26.457 
ci.c.-$ ,,89 
C;C.•$ .59 
TABLE IDII (Continued) 
Treatment No , 9 
c.u.- 1.09 
G. C. -$ .99 
c.c.-$ .99 
Treatment No , 10* 
C.M.-$ .85 
G.C. -$ .99 
c.c.-$ .99 
Choice 
Mature 
lbs, 
l.S95 
2. 235 
Good 
Call' 
lbs. 
7.318 
5.655 
Commercial 
Calf 
lbs , 
11.108 
7.863 
78 
Total 
lbs , 
20 .321 
15. 75.3 
*Customer counts were not available .for Treatments 6 and lO . Customer 
counts for these two treatments were estimated as the average customer count 
for the other Saturdays . 
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The R2 :l.nd:tcates ·t.hat 53 percent of the variation in T-Bone sales was 
accounted for l1y average price of all grades, therefore, in view of this 
available criterion, average price of' all grades appears ·co be a fairly 
good ::lndioator of total T ... Bone st,eak sales in this one test store.19 
~and. for Good Cali'. 'fhe demand for Good calf' can be approximated 
20 from the :results obtained in Treatments 3, 6, and 7. In these three treat .. 
me11ts Choice matti.:re was held constant at $L09, Commercial calf' was held con-
stant at, 89 cents and the price of Good oal:f was varied from 59 to 89 cents• 
rvrode.l 4 .2 was employed where y represents the disa:ppearanee of" Good calf in 
pounds per lOOO customers and x is the priee of Good calf'. T'he estimation 
y = 29.990 -.26ox 
( .l7S) 
(l.Li57) 
Equation 4 .12 
Equation 4.12 is consistent with theory in that the price coefficient 
is negative; hovmver, ·!;he standard error of the coefficient is fairly large 
relative to the magnitude of the coefficient and the t-value is statistic-
ally significant at only the 40 percent level. Elasticity of demand was 
computed as ... l.811. In view of' this evidence, estimation of sales of Good 
calf :t'1~0:m its own price would probably involve a. s;izable amount of error. 
Demand for Commercial Calf. Demand for Gonm1eroie.l .calf can be approxi ... 
mated from Treatments 3, 5 and 8. In these treatments Choice ma.tu.re was 
19All implications made in this section will necessarily apply only to 
the one test store employed in the experiment. 
20 cu.stomer count vJas not available for Treatment 6, theref'ore, it was 
estimated as the average of other Saturdays' customer counts. 
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held constant; at ~ffel.09 and Good calf was held constant at 89 eents while 
t,he price of Corm:nercial calf was varied i:'rom 59 to $9 cer1ts • X\!Iodel 4 .2 
-was employed where y is the sales of Corim1ez·cial calf in pounds per lOOO 
eustomers and :x is the price or Comme:rci:e.l calf. The parameters are esti-
t 
mated in mc.;.uation 4 .-13. 
y "" 13. 761 + .002x 
( .154) 
( • .013) 
Equation 4.13· 
Equation t\.13 giv0s the price coefficient a positive sign, but the mag ... 
nitude of the ooefficion·t is very small. The standard error is approximately 
7.-5 times as large as the coefficient, and R2 :indicates very little relation-
ship exists betwee:n the price of Commercial calf and its volume of sales. 
Elasticity as given by Equation 4.l.3 is + -.003. 
These results are inconsistent vdth theory and perhaps one explanation 
rests upon the s:mall number of observations taken,. three in t,his case.. A 
sizable run,ount of' error in any one of' the th:r·ee observations could very 
easily y:i.eld :results that do riot depict ·the true character or the relation-
ship ·t;hat actually exists between the p:rioe of Corm:neroial oalf' and its dis-
appea1·ance. 
»_eman§. for Calf grades as_One Product. Demand f.or Gooo and Commercial 
calf grades as~ product can be approximated from Treatrn.ents 2, 3, it and 
7. In these treatments Choice mature was held constant at $1.09 while oalf 
price (price of Good calf = price .of Commercial call'), was varied .from 59 
to 89 cents. 
The est.imation of the parameters of Model 4 .2 v1here y is the disap-
paarance of calf grades i11 pounds per lOOO customers, and xis the price of 
calf g:r:ad0s (pr:'Lce of Good calf= price cif Gomerci.al calf) is given by 
Equation 4 .. U.. 
y = 30.427 .... 127x 
(.149) 
(.852) 
Equation 4.14 
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Eque:tion 4 .lL, gives a price coefficient that is :i.n accord with eeo ... 
nomio theory, but its standard error is large er10ugh to permit a positive 
sign, The t-value is statistically signif'1.cant at only the 50 perce11t 
level and the R2 value indicates that only 26 ... 6 percent of the var:i.at:i.on 
of sales of: calf gTades (when they are priced the same) is explained by 
calf prices.. Price e lastiei ty was computed as ... 504. 
order to examine the possibility of pred:lcting the volume of sales of calf 
grades by a single independent variable, Model 4.2 was onoe again employed 
where y :represe,nts the disappearance o:f.' calf' grades in pounds per 1000 
cu.st.omers and :2i: is the average price of calf grades.. The parameters in 
this instance are given by Equation 4.15. The treatments used to generate 
the enrpirieal data were Treatmen.ts 2 through 9 •21 The price of' Choice 
mature was held constant at $1.09 during these treatments. 
;r ::; 29.6l,4 - .l08x 
( .L25) 
(.861) 
~----
Equation 4.15 
21T:reatment 6 was omitted since customer count was not available on 
that day. 
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gives practically the same results as did Equation L,.14, 
therefore the se.me economic and statistical inference a;;}pJ 'l es. The :eelatio11-
s:b..ip existing between individu,s.1 calf' grades and two :Lndependent v-ariahles 
can be estimated from Model 1~ .. J. 
Dicam:iearanco of Commercial Cali' as Associated with the Vgrj..§bles, 
:f':ri{l~: .•. Jtf Good . CaJ.f and Price of Commercial Calf. The estimation of the param-
ete:rs of i1fod.el /, .3 where y ij is the disappearaJace of Commercial calf in pounds 
per lOOO ct1::rt;omers, ~ is the price of Comzne:rcial oalf', a11d xj is the price 
of Good calf is g-lve:n il:1 Equation 4 .16. The data for this equation were 
generated by Tree:tments 2 t'.brough The price of Gho;ti:,e mature was held 
co.nstrurh at, 89 cer:ri:is during ·these treatme11"ts. 
Y:tj = l.797 - .055x1 + 
(.097} 
(.563) 
R2 = .594 
F ·= 3.66 
.i74x. 
J 
Equa:t,ion 4 .16 
(.094) 
(J..844) 
The of the x. and :K. coefficie:nts both agree with economic ·Gheory. l. . J 
Equation 4 .. 16 states that an j,ncroaSEt in sales of Comr1le:t·cial calf grade is 
associated wi·th a decrease in the price of Go:nm:.erciaJ. calf. !flkei-vise, an 
inc:ree,se in t;he volume of sales of Cmmnereial grade is associated with an 
i:ncre~ :i.:n the p:eiee of (;,.)od grada. The magnitude of the Good calf price 
coeff:tcient 5.s larger ·than tho prioe coefficient of Cow.mercial calf. Tb.i.s 
indicates the;t n substitution of Commero:i.al calf f o:r Good calf, vihen the 
price of Good increases, has a stronger af'f'ect on the volume of' Cormu.arcial 
sales than the price of Cormr.ercial. 
The standard err.ox· of t;he ~ coef :Cicient is large enough to allm1 a 
positive sign, hut t.he standard e:.'ror of the :;,cj coefficiGnt does 11ot, irwlude 
negative signs. Neither ooeff'ieiet1t is 1Tta;r.:i.stically diff'erent from zero 
at the .05 level of probabili"vy~ Cross elastici~y of demand vms oomputecl 
as l.15'7. 
Disaut?..ea.rance of Good Calf as Associated with ·the Variables, Price of 
Good Calf and Price .of' Comme1"cial Calf. '1:he estimation of the pa:rru:neters 
of' IVJ:odc:il 4 .3 where y. . represents the disappearance of Good .calf in pounds l.J 
per 1000 customers,~ is the price of Good calf and xj is the price of 
Gomm.ercial calf is given in Equati011 4.17. 'l'he treatments used we1."'e the 
same as those used :b1 Equation 4 .• 16.' 
Yij = 16~338 ... l94Xj_ 
(.0.39) 
(4 .960) 
F = 12 .. 99* 
+ .lllxj 
(.040) 
(2./741) 
Equation 4.17 
Equation 4.17 is siudlar to Equation 4 .• J.6 in ·~hat. the signs of both 
p:rice coefficients agree wiJvh economic thoor·y.. Bo·hh standard e!'rors are 
small and the t ... value of ~ is significant a·t the .Ol probability level. 
and :rcj is significant at the .05 l~rv·el. From the magnitude of' the signs 
the pr:tce of Good. ca.J.f haa more effect on the sales of Good calf than ·t.he 
subsJ;:;it;u'l,io:n eff'ec-t due to prioe ohan.ges il:1 Corrm1ercial caJS. Cross elas-
ticity was computed 1.as .913. 
C".tIAPTER V 
,/... majo:r respOD$libility or the marketing system in a capitalietie 
society is to measure the strength of consumers' desires for dif'.fe1·ent 
·kinds· ru'Jd amotmta of products,. and then accurately reflect these desires 
baok to producers in the fo1•m of ,price differentials. In order to gauge 
the effioier1oy with 1~hich the :markf,Yh,ing system is performing its pricing 
function_, consumer preferences studies can be conducted in which consumer 
mol}q,,,t.m. ;ereterenoes are m.easured at their source• 
This type of research is still in the explo:t'atory stage., hence, there 
are many problsms concerning applicable theory, research methodology, and 
administration. or procedure. This study is an attempt toward setting up 
opol;"ational methods f'or measm•ing th.e va:t·ious aspects of' o:onsume1~s' basic 
preferences and . the monetary value$ they pla.(le upon their desires .• 
The com:mo<lity beef was the desired vehicle,. but due to limited per-
sonnel and f.'unds only, the f..,Bone wt was: utilized •. The major objectives 
may be listed thus: 
:t~ To determine consumers' basic praf'e:rences ·for different grades 
of T•Bone Steak* . 
2. To ascertain monetary values col'lsumers place on their preferences. 
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In obtainir1g measurements, several methods of :research were evaluated 
as to ·theh~ ability ·to generate the requi:r.ed data. From this evaluation 
it was decided tha.'lr the consume:t' su.rvey methoo oan be employed in getting 
at basic proi.'&·ences, but offers little value as a means of ascertaining 
monetary values placed on those preferences,. Therefore, in order to mea-
sure monetary preferences it was decided to amploy a cont1'olled experi-
men·h in which measurements aould be obtained as· price :responses• 
The f'irst phase of the over-all study was co?ldu.cted in Stillwater and 
consisted of a con.trolled oxperiment in one lai·ge self-sa11Vice store, home 
surveys• and. Qo11sumer surveys \vi.thin. the ~to:r~ proper. The p:rime.1·y purpose 
of' the 001rtrolled experiment was to .,~est at'.t!~.:tmstrative procedure. 
the home sur:qey was. to get a:h ho.sio preferences and .also. tio obtain in-
r ormation 1~egarding t,he question "Can consumer surve.~ be employed in ob-
tailrl..ng p:riee dif'f'e:rentials that :t·espondents are willing to pay under actual 
shopping conditions?" Since each individual in the home survey had.actual~ 
pm.•chased T-Bone steak during the store experiment, it was possible to pre• 
.sent the same sit;uation. llowever, the1~e was 1.itlitacl nam~ listing after the 
fi:rat tv,o treatments; and since i11 the f'.irst treatment all grades were 
p:r'iced cqllill:cy, :1:& was not feasible ·l;o attempt to answer this. question with 
the very small sample obtained in 'J:reatmeut 2. 
1.n order to work with a large1· sample~ it was necessary to conduct a 
survey within the store propei·. The questions asked respondents were very 
s:i.milar to those asked in the home .survey~ the major differences being that 
all shoppers had an. equal chance of being chosen and Commeroial grad.a was 
added. 
'The more important results .obtained from the initial phase (Stillwater 
Study) are as f'ollows: 
§tillwater ControJ,led Experiment 
l. In the same price range, the estimated demand for grade Good was 
greater ·than the estimated demand for 5Tade :Prime. Consumption. 
ot both grades was iuversely related to its prioo• 
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2. Lends credence to the feasibility of using controlled experiments 
for est:illiating price ... consumption :response relationships, 
Stillwater Home Surv!i!Z( 
1, Results gave evidence that oonsumera will shift to lower priced 
grades when the price of their preferred grade increases, 
2. As respondents shifted from their preferred grade when the priee 
of that grade was increased, there ~as a ten~ency for the second 
ohoiee to be that grad.a most closely associated to the first 
selection, 
Stillwater Store Survey 
l. On the average, 75 pe.1'cent of tha respondents shifted to a lower 
priced grade when the, price of their selected grade increased l4 
cents, 
2. When asked to name Federal grades, a larger percentage of those 
preferring Prime were able to respond than those preferring other 
grades. However, those seJ.ecting Commercial (the lowest grade) 
ranked second:, · 
.3. Marbling was the only individual physical characteristic_ ot those 
tested that differed to any degree between grade classes.. 82.l 
percent of those selecting Prime chose a moderate amount of mar• 
bling1 50 percent of those in the Ohoioe group desired a moderate 
amount, and only .31.6 and Jl.8 perce11t respectivefy of the Good 
and Commercial groups chose the moderate amount,. 
4. 42.l percent of those respondents in the lowest income bracket 
($2000 annually) stayed with their preferred grade through the 
first 14 cents price increase; whereas, the other income brackets 
averaged approximately 15 percent. · 
Oklahoma City Study 
The Oklahoma City phase was conducted in .four large selt-serv:tee mar-
ket.a. No surveys were ·taken in this study,. hence, results are restricted 
to "sales data». 
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This phese was similar it1 many respects. to that conducted in Still• 
water, but was quita differe:nt in others. One ·of the ma,jor differences is 
that Choice mature and Good and Commero:ial calf T-Bones were utilized here; 
whereas, in Stillwate:t· only mature beef was employed. 
Since this phase was restricted to flsales data*' the information is nee-
essarily limited to price responses. Store management v1ould not consent to 
lowering the price of Choice mature below calf grade prices, hence results 
are largely limited to calf g-.cades. Some of the more important results a:re 
as listed: 
Ok!ahoma City Study 
l. Little shifting among grades was indicated as the price of all 
1.:1ere :i.:ncre~H1ed by 'tb.e Ba.me absolute amov.nt, how€nrer con-
su.mptio:n per 1000 custorners was inversely related to price. The 
pr:'LCl£' el.8stic:i. ty of demand was comptrted as ... 1.064., 
2~ The seleu of Good B11d Commercial calf vmre both imrersely related 
to its own price. Elasticity of demand for Good calf was com-
p1J.ted t\S .. 2 .130 and €:lastici ty i'or Cor11me:rcial 1i,as computed as 
.. 1.190, 
J. 'I'he sales of ei·the:t calf grades were not associated to a signi-
fi can't, de Q,'!'ee w:l th thi) othe:r I s p:r:t ce, 
4. The of C-ood and Cm.n1.eroial ectlf 2;1'.s/!es WElTO 8p1it approxi-
mately even in two out of three treatme.:nts in wr.d.ch they were 
squally pricer.:1, 
5.. The disappearance of cnlf L;:redes was jJ:1vert,ely related to their 
average price. The p1·ice elasticity of demand was eompti.ted as 
-l.L,,32,. 
fl companion ;.1tudy to the Oklahoma City study was eonducitsd in Shawnee. 
This axper:Lil.ent d:l.ffered from the Oklahoma City study in ·three majo:r points. 
Only one store was used in Shawnee, packages of '!'-Bone steak 'i'Jere tmlabeled 
as to g:rade, and the pr:lcd.ng scheme wa,s more flexible. The more important 
:results may be summarized as: 
L The sale$ or Good calf were .not verYcl.osely associated with its 
own priee. Similar J>~ults were obtained for Commercial. ealt.,. 
2~, when an attempt was made to explain the d:b;appee.ranoe cf ~-
cinl calf as a. iimcftion of the p:riae of C1ood ae.lf· as ~ell as its · 
·O\m. priee,. results indicated that the }Jrice of Good calf had a 
greater effect on :sales of Colnmereial cal.f than the price of Com• 
mercial calf, 
3. An analJsis s.imU.ar to (2) was run en the disappea:rece of· Good 
cal!' and :results- in this :t.nstance 1.ndicated that t,he prlce of 
·Good calf had s greater et.feet on its oYsn sales than did the 
p:rice of Conerc-!al calf" · 
P~ny oont:ri'bu.tions 'that this e-tudy may ~ke- toY1erd f'l..1tu:re ecntrolled 
exyer:!Ments ,.n tho area ot oo:nsume!' preferenee sti1dies wiJ.l p1•obah)..y oome 
:t,.-o:m. avoidin:;: or sol~g the many p1~oblems ene-ountered in this wo:dt.. Rec• 
memationa are as listed: 
l_. In experimenting with products. that· are g.re.ded it :i.s easential 
to keep experimental material away- from borderwline casts,, 
2. Before conducting an experiment in a store that does not ordinari4' 
handle products that are to be included in the expe1~:i.ment, it may 
be ,tell to initiate the .new prci!uct or products sometime prior to 
the. aetiw.l experiment. 
3,. DQ.e to errors that are asisoeiated with estimating missing plots 
it is imperative that adequate supplies be maintained,, 
4. One of' th.e major prohlems met in this study wns. that . of deliberate 
eut-off when pTOduets were not movirie at e,:pe.~imental ,r.toes. 
¥1hen this happened a customer cOUJrh was taken at ·cut'*'Off' time. 
Since this study used data based on po1mds iJold pe:t· 1000 eustome:re , 
it first appeared that effects oi' such a. cut--ofr TiOUltl not. be too 
great, but th3.s is true only if early and late d~y- shoppers con• 
st!i:t-ute· a fairly homogeneous group, 
5 ... _, It definite ditt:erence.s in disappearance f'igw:'es are desired· then 
an investi~e.tor should injeet a range of experimental p:r:t:ees that 
i-u wide e11ough to aooomplish this purpose .. 
6., This st,udy failed to generate sufficient· data to get at the ques-
tion "Can Qonsumer surveys be employed to obtain the true price 
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differ nti ls that respondents are willing to pay under actual 
shopping conditions"? However, the procedure employed in this 
study appeared to be a sound method and is reco ended for future 
work that includes more stores , 
7. Whenever possible it is recommended that an experimental design 
be employe that will allow store differences to e eliminated 
in the statistical analysis , 
8. The effects of advertising between experimental treatments has 
already been fully discussed . Therefore , a strong recomm~ndation 
is to avoid this pitfall if at all possible . 
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Date __ ~~----~~----~· 
3. Occupation of Wage Ea:rner(s) ____________________ _ 
4. Age of Parsons Eating a.t Home: 
5. Vfuo norrnally makes purchases of meat for the family? ______ _ 
6. On what days do you normally' purchase meat? 
s M T Th. s 
'7. Let's suppose you are purchasing T-Bone steaks for your family; which 
one of these cuts would you purchase? After each selection, ask 
respondent why the particular cut was chosen. 
89 
103 
117 
131 
89 
89 
g9 ... 10.3 
89-lQJ .. 117 
89-103-ll?-lJl 
103-117-131-145 
89 
89 
89 
89-103 
89-103-117 
89-10.3-11'7-131 
.103-ll?-131-145 
8. In general, what do you look for in buying T-Bone steak? 
a. Fat {outside): 1/4n ___ l/2" __ .3/4n. __ 1u __ No pref'. __ 
b. Fat {inside): moderate little none no pref. 
-- -- -- --
c. Color of fat: white ___ yellow __ .no pref •. _. __ 
d. Color or lean: light __ med • __ dark....__no pref ....... __ 
e• Thickness: 1/4n __ l/28 __ .3/4'* __ 1n __ no pref •. ___ _ 
r.. Size of st.eak: la.rge _ __,medium_small_no p:ref' • __ 
g. No. of pieces per package: l...__.......,.2_, _3 __ , ... no prei' ._ 
9.· What do you desire in a piece of steak ready for the table? 
a. Tenderness d. 
-----
b. Flavor e ·-----
e. Juiciness 
lO. How ·would you. ra.nk the above characteristics in order of importance? 
a •. _. -------- b. ________ o._. --------
ll. Does your family eat steak fairly regularly or do you serve it more 
as a speeial meal? 
a. Regular ____ _ 
h. Special ____ _ 
12. · What cooking methods do you use ·to prepare steak? 
a. Broil 
-----
b. Fry _____ _ 
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13. How often do you use meat tenderizers? (Mechanical, commercial enzymes, 
home techniques ate.} FraquentlY, __ Occasione.l]:Jr ___ Never __ • 
l4. Are ;rou f'amiliar with government grades for meat? yes __ no·_--· 
If yes, ask question 15; if no,. go to question 16. 
15. Would you identify these steaks as to grade? 
l •. _____ 2 •. _____ 3 •. ____ _ 
16. If the price of the grade you are accustomed to buying increased., 
would you: 
a. Buy the same amount" ___ _ 
b. Buy less _________ _ 
o. Swi tab. to another grade __ _ 
17. May I ask you how often you are paid? 
a. Weekly: ___ _ 
b. Twice monthly ___ _ 
c. Monthl.Y, ___ _ 
d. Other 
-----
18. Would you tell me your approximate income? 
Below 1000 ___ _ 6000 ... 7000" ___ _ 
1000-2000 ____ _ 7000-8000" ___ _ 
2000-3000 ____ _ 8000-9000 ___ _ 
.3000-4000 ___ _ 9000-10 ,ooo ___ , 
4000-,000, ___ _ Over 10,000 ___ _ 
;000 .. 6000 ____ _ 
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19. Approximately what % of your income is spent on meat each week? _% 
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